
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401

4100 Chestnut Street Tower II

September 141, 198~4

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Ms. E. Adensam, Chief

Licensing Branch No. 41
Division of Licensing

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Ms. Adensam:

In the Matter of the Application of )Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority )50-391

Please refer to TVA's letter of June 19, 19841 which transmitted various
comments/proposed modifications to the proof and review version of the Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant (WBN) unit 1 Appendix A Technical Specifications.

Enclosed are additional comments/proposed modifications. The majority of
these proposed changes are a result of:v

(1) the June 25-29, 1984 NRC-OIE inspection of the draft unit 1 Technical
Specifications,

(2) the August 7-8, 19811 TVA/NRC-NRR Technical Specification meeting, and

(3) recent TVA/NRC-NRR conference calls held to discuss issues related
to the Technical Specifications.

Several of the enclosed comments/proposed modifications have previously
been submitted but are now accompanied with additional bases/justifications
in support of the requested change.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please get in touch with
D. B. Ellis at FTS 858-2681.

Very truly yours,

8409240077 840914 TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
PD)R ADOCVK 05000390

APDR xvý
L. M. Millsj aae
Nuclear Licensing

My Co *ssion AExpires
Enclosure
cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Enclosure)

Region II

Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator P
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900AAtlanta, Georgia 30323

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS PROOF & RrEVIEW COPY
BASES

On increasing power above P-7 (a power level of approximately 10% of
RATED THERMAL POWER or a turbine impulse chamber pressure at approximately 10%
of full power equivalent), an automatic Reactor trip will occur if the flow in
more than one loop drops below 90% of nominal full loop flow. Above P-8 (a
power level of approximately 48% of RATED THERMAL POWER) an automatic Reactor
trip will occur if the flow in any single-'loop drops below 90% of nominal full
loop flow. Conversely on decreasing power between P-8 and the P-7 an automatic
Reactor trip will occur on loss of flow in more than one loop and below P-7
the trip function is automatically blocked.

Steam Generator Water Level

The Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low trip protects the reactor from
loss of heat sink in the event of a sustained steam/feedwater flow mismatch
resulting from loss of normal feedwater. The specified Setpoint provides
allowances for starting delays of the Auxiliary Feedwater System.

Steam/Feedwater Flow Mismatch and Low Steam Generator Water Level

The steam/feedwater flow mismatch in coincidence with a Steam Generator
Low Water Level trip is not used in the transient and accident analyses but is
included in Table 2.2-1 to ensure the functional capability of the specified
trip settings and thereby enhance the overall reliability of the Reactor Trip
System. This trip is redundant to the Steam Generator Water Level.Low-Low
trip. The steam/feedwater flow mismatch portion of this trip is activated
when the steam flow exceeds the feedwater fl eater than or equal to
1.51 x 106 lb o r. he steam generator ow water el portion of the trip
is activated when the ater level drops b lowf~. % of arrow range span
between 0 and % load increasing to 53.5 of na ow ange span at 100% ofnominal 1 d. hese tr' lues include su fi cien al ance in excess of
normal opert g values to p eclude spuni s trips but will initiate a Reactor
trip before th steam generat rs are dry Theref re t required capacity'
and starti g t re rmn ftea ay eedwa er pumps are reduced
and the re ulting thermal ran *t on the Rea or Coolaa System and steam
generators imized.

3'5S
Undervoltage and Un erfrequenc Rea tor Coolant Pump ses

The Undervoltage and Underfrequency Reactor-Coolant Pump Bus trips
provide core protection against ONB as a result of complete loss of forced
coolant flow. The specified Setpoints assure a Reactor trip signal is gener-
ated before the Low Flow Trip Setpoint is reached. Time delays are incorporated
in the Underfrequency and Undervoltage trips to prevent spurious Reactor trips
from momentary electrical power transients. For undervoltage, the delay is
set so that the time required for a signal to reach the Reactor trip breakers

WATTS BAR -UNIT 1 B 2-6 .. .



3/4 1-7.. 314 1-8. 3/4 1-9. 3/4 1-10. 3/4 5-9.. and -B 3/4 1-2

The cold overpressure analysis established that one and only one charging pump

can be operable with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature less tnan

310(o}F. TVA's submittal of June 19, 1984 included a proposal to implement the

tagout of the second pump at a RCS temperature of 350(o)F rather than 310[o}F.

The basis for this proposal was to coordinate the pump tagout with mode change

between modes 3 and 4. A more detailed discussion of each requested change is

provided below.

Specification 3.1.2.4 requires that two charging pumps be operable in mode 3 and

above. The footnoe associated with this specification should be deleted because

it is inconsistent with the APPLICABILITY Statement.

Specification 3.1.2.2 requires that at least two boron injection flow patihs be

operable with the RCS temperature greater than 310{o)F. IVA proposes that mode

4 be deleted from the applicability, that the ACTION statement- refer to HOT
SHUTDOWN rather than COLD SHUTDOWN, and that the associated footnote be deleted.

These changes will permit TVA to coordinate the charging pump tagout with the

mode change between modes 3 and 4. These changes will result in only one boron

injection flow path between 310[o)F and 350fo}F. Only one flow path is

permitted with a RCS temperature less than 310(o IF. These changes will

increase, on average, the period of time which only one flow path will exists by
one to two per startup or shutdown.

Specification 3.1.2.1 should have the APPLICABILITY statement revised to include

mode 4. This will cover the area deleted by the change to Specification 3.1.2.2

as discussed above.

Specification 3.5.3 should have the associated footnote revise to reference

350{o)F to be consistent with the changes noted above.

Bases 3/4.1.2 should be revised to require single failure proof redundancy when

.the RCS temperature is greater than 350{o)F and to explain the coordination

between tagout and mode change.



REACTIVIT-Y CONTROL SYSTEMS 
a 0 CP3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS PROOF__ ___(__ ___ ___

FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 As a minimum, one of the following boron injection flow paths shallbe OPERABLE and capable of being Powered from an OPERABLE emergency powersource:

a. A flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer pumpand a Charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System if the boric acidstorage tank in Specification 3.1-2.5a. is OPERABLE, or
b. The flow path from the refueling water storage tank via a chargingPump to the Reactor Coolant System if the refueling water storagetank i Spe'cifica 3.1.2.5b is OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION: 4
With none of the a ove f w paths OPERABLE or capable of being powered from anOPERABLE emergency power source, suspend all operations involving COREALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall be demonstratedOPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperature of theheat traced portion of the flow path is greater than or equal to145*F when a flow path from the boric acid tanks is used; and
.b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correctposition.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
3/4 1-7



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 1_ROCORVEW 1APY
FLOW PATHS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR-D TION

3.1.2.2 At least twok of the following three boron injection flow paths shall
be OPERABLE:

a. Te fow. th fr the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer
pump and c ging pump to the Reactor Coolant System; and

b. Two flow paths from the rafueling water storage tank via charging
pumps he olant ystem.

APPLICABILITY: ODES 1, 2, 3 -and .A.[

ACTION:

With only one of he abo requi bboron injection flow paths to the Reactor
Coolant System OtPAB , restore at least two boron injection flow paths tothe Reactor Coolant System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at leastHOT STANDBY and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% Aik/k at200'F within the next 6 hours; restore .ý eas -te-low paths to OPERABLE
status within the next 7 days or be* SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS00-

4.1.2.2 At least two of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperature of the
heat traced portion of the flow path from the boric acid tanks is
greater than or equal to 145OF when it is a required water source;

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,'
power operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position;*

C. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that eachautomatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct position on
a Safety Injection test signal; and

d. At least once per 18 months by verifying that the flow path requiredby Specification 3.1.2.2a. delivers at least 10 gpm to the Reactor
Coolant System.

WATTS BAR -UNIT 1 3/4 1-8



REAC71I 'TY~ CONTRCL SYSTEMS

CHARGING PUMPS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.4 At leas tecarging pumps shall be-OPERABLE.
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.'

ACTION:

With only one charging Pump OPERABLE,OPERABLE status within 72 hours or beSHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at leastresto a ast two charging pumps toor in 4GL9. DOWN within the next
ko 'r

restore at least two charging pumps toin at least HOT STANDBY and borated to a1% Ak/k at 200OF within the next 6 hours;OPERABLE status within the next 7 days
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2-4 At least two charging pumps shall be demonstrated OPERABLE bythat a differential pressure across each pump of greater than or equal2400 psid is developed when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS pno!% r 'pý Etjp q
3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - T <35O*F

LIMITING CONDITION FOR QPERATION

3.5.3 As a minimum, one ECCS subsystem comprised of the following shall be

OPERABLE:

a. One OPERABLE centrifugal charging pump,#

b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger,

C. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and I

d. An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the refuel~ing
water storage tank upon being manually realigned and transferring
suction to the containment sump during the recirculation phase of
operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

ACTION:

a. With no ECCS subsystem OPERABLE because of the inoperability of
either the centrifugal charging pump or the flow path from the
refueling water storage tank, restore at least one ECCS subsystem to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next
20 hours.

b. With no ECCS subsystem OPERABLE because of the inoperability of--
either the RHR heat exchanger or RHR pump, restore at least one
ECCS subsystem to OPERABLE status or maintain the Reactor Coolant
System T agless than 350OF by use of alternate heat remo .val methods.'

C. In the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the Reactor
Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to
the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 90 days describ-
ing the circumstances of the actuation and the total accumulated
actuation cycles to date. The current value of the usage factor for
each affected Safety Injection nozzle shall be provided in this
Special Report whenever its value exceeds 0.70.

# A maximum of one centrifugal c pump and one Safety Injection pump
shall be OPERABLE whenever t tempera re of one or more of the RCS cold
legs is less than or equal o -WF.

350

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 5-9



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS PROOF & REYJEW COPYj
BASES

MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT (Continued)

The Surveillance-Requirements for measurement of the MTC at the beginning
and near the end of the fuel cycle are adequate to confirm that the MTC remains
within its limits since this coefficient changes slowly due principally to the
reduction in RCS boron concentration associated with fuel burnup.

3/4.1.1.4 MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

This specification ensures that the reactor will not be made critical
with the Reactor Coolant System average temperature less than 551'F. This
limitation is required to ensure: (1) the moderator temperature coefficient
is within it analyzed temperature range, (2) the trip instrumentation is within
its normal operating range, (3) the P-12 interlock is above its Setpoint,
(4) the pressurizer is capable of being in an OPERABLE status with a steam
bubble, and (5) the reactor vessel is above its minimum RTNDT temperature.

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS

The Boron Injection System ensures that negative reactivity control isavailable during each mode of facility operation. The components required toperform this function include: (1) borated water sources, (2) charging pumps,
(3) separate flow paths, (4) boric acid trn pumps, (5) associated heattracing systems, and (6) an emergency paws sup ly from OPERABLE diesel
generators.

3S0
With the RCS average temperature a vs 4WF a minimum of two boroninjection flow paths are required to ensure singl functional capability inthe event an assumed failure renders one o the ow paths inoperable. Theboration capability of either flow path is ficient to provide a SHUTDOWN

MARGIN from expected operati~ng conditions of 1.6% Ak/k after xenon decay andcooldown to 2000F. The maximum expected boration capability requirement occursat EOL from full power equilibrium xenon conditions and requires 6542 gallonsof 2O,O00-ppm borated water from t ic acid storage tanks or 75,000 gallons
of 2000-ppm borated water from thn refue I water storage tank.

350
With the RCS temperature blow i2WF, ne Boron Injection System is

acceptable without single faiu sider tion on the basis of the stablereactivity condition of the reactor aad e additional restrictions prohibitingCORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivi y' changes in the event the single BoronInjection System becomes inoperable.

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump to be
OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement to verify all charging pumps exceptthe requi d OýP ii...1win 110,Iý ''rA c

a 76ass adiin pressure transient can be relieved by the operatio fa

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 1-2



3/4 1-9-. 3/4 1-10,. 3/4--5-7 and 3/4 5-10

Surveillance Requirements 4.1.2.3.2 and 4.5.3.2 should be revised as indicated
to clarify the methods that could be used to place a pump out of service.

Surveillance Requirements 4.1.2.3.1, 4.1.2.4 and 4.5.2.f should be revised as
i ndicated to specify the correct unit measurement of pressure (i.e., discharge
pressure, psig). The accident analyses assumed a discharge pressure,



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CHARGING PUMP - SHUTDOWN IPROOF ,&_ COPYW I~
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.3 One and only one charging pump
required by Specification 3.1.2.1 shall
from an OPERABLE emergency power source.

APPLICABILITY:

in the boron injection flow path
be OPERABLE and capable of being powered

MODES 4, 5, and 6.

ACTION:

With no charging pump OPERABLE or capable of being powered from an OPERABLE
emergency power source, suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

ý4.1.2.3.1 ove e'quired char ing pump shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
verifi g tat assure across the pump of greater than or

equal t 0psi' is e e oped when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

4.1.2.3.2 All charging pumps, excludin a ve required OPERABLE pm
shall be demonstrated inoperable at least once per IN h
reactor ves~sel head is removed, by verifying that the mtrcr~tbokr

a-eccrdin ithz spzr pzs~itiem. ~~npup p Ai 4LAt pl-o-o
pO~l 4 O/ c~,d/o- *~e m7~o Cc'fboeeters 04"e ft.,-9_

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1.34 -3/4 1-9



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CHARGING PUMPS - OPERATING
PROUF & REVIE Copy

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.4 At least two # charging pumps shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

With only one charging pump OPERABLE,
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be
SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least
restore at least two charging pumps to
or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next

restore at least two charging pumps to
in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to a
1% eAk/k at 200OF within the next 6 hours;
OPERABLE status within the next 7 days
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

--w-harging pumps shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
.a. pres~s e across each pump of greater than or equal
loped wen -sted pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

veri fyi ng
to

Amaximum of one centrifugal charging pump shall be OPERABLE whenever the
temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less than or equal to
3500F.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 34113/4 1-10



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS /PRODAF RIYJEW COPYI

e. At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by:

1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position on Safety Injection actuation and
Automatic Switchover to Containment Sump test signals, and

2) Verifying that each of the following pumps start automatically
upon receipt of a Safety Injection actuation test signal:

a) Centrifugal charging pump,

b) Safety injection pump, and

c) RHR pump.

f. By verifying that each of the following pumps develops the indicated

differential pressure when tested pursuan eiicto 405

1) Centrifugal charging pump >2400

PJIs
2) Safety Injection pump > 14 o.e"4 ecirculation flow),

ind

3) HR ump> 5 recirculation flow).

g. By verifying the correct position of the gfol winlg ECCS throttle

valves:

1) Within 4 hours following completion of each valve movement or
maintenance on the valve when the ECCS subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE, and

2) At least once per 18 months.

CC Discharge
Valve Number

63-582
63-583
63-584
63-585

SI Cold Leg
Throttle Valves
Valve Number

63- 550
63-552
63-554
63-556

SI Hot Leg
Throttle Valves
Valve Number

63-542
63-544
63-546
63-548

WATTS BAR - UNIT 13/ 5-3/4 5-7
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING S-YSTEMS !E EYCOPYJ
SURVEI LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.3.1 The ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE per the applicable
requirements of Specification 4.5.2.

4.5.3.2 All charging pumps and Safety Injection pumpsabv

reqird OERBL pups sallbedeonsrae abe t eas epe

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 34513/4 5-10



314 2-1

Specification 3.2.1 - correct the typographical error (i.e., based should be
band).



3/4.2 1POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS FOF&I E OY
3/4.2.1 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE

THERMAL POWER is above 50% of RATED THER L PI E.Teidicated AFD maydeviate outside the above required targe at reater than or equal to
50% but less than 90% of RATED THERMAL OWER provi ed the indicated AFO is
within the Acceptable Operation Limit of Figuree .2-1 aannd the cumulative
penalty deviation time does not excee 1 hour ring the previous 24 hours.

The indicated AFD may deviate outside the above required target band at
greater than 15% but less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER provided the cumu-
lative penalty deviation time does not exceed 1 hour during the previous
24 hours.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 above 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER*.

ACTION:

a. With the indicated AFD outside of the ±5% target band and with
THERMAL POWER greater than or equal to 90% of RATED THERMAL POWER,
within 15 minutes, either:

1. Restore the indicated AFD to within the target band limits,
or

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 90% of RATED THERMAL
POWER.

b. With the indicated AFD outside of the above required target band
for more than 1 hour of cumulative penalty deviation time during
the previous 24 hours or outside the Acceptable Operation Limits
of Figure 3.2-1 and with THERMAL POWER less than 90% but equal to
or greater than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER, reduce:

1. THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER
within 30 minutes, and

2. The Power Range Neutron Flux# - High Setpoints to less
than or equal to 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the
next 4 hours.

*See Special Test Exception 3.10.2.
#Surveillance testing of the Power Range Neutron Flux channel may be performed
pursuant to Specification 4.3.1.1 provided the indicated AFD is maintained
within the Acceptable Ope-ration Limits of Figure 3.2-1. A total of 16 hours
operation may be accumulated with the AFD outside of the above required target
band during testing without penalty deviation.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 13/ -3/4 2-1



3L4 3-23, 3/4 3-31. 3/4 3-41 and B 3/4 3-2

Tables 3.3-3, 3.3-4 and 4.3-2 and Bases 3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2 should be revised
as indicated to incorporate P-14 interlock.



TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELSFUNCTIONAL UNIT

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

'i9. Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System Interlocks

a. Pressurizer Pressure,
P-11

b. Low-Low T av'P-12

C. Reactor Trip, P-4

APPLICABLE
MODES

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3

C=

"2

ACTION



TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

TRIP SETPOINT

8. 6.9 kV Shutdown Board
a. Loss of Power

1) Start Diesel Generator

2) Load Shedding

b. Degraded Voltage
1) Voltage Sensor

2) Diesel Generator Start
and Load Shedding Timpr

3) Safety Injection
Degraded Voltage Logic
Enable Timer

9. Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System Interlock's

a. Pressurizer Pressure, P-11

b. Low-Low T av'P-12, increasing
avg' decreasing

0.0 volts with a
1.5 second time delay

0.0 volts with a
5 second time delay

6560 v

300 s

10 S

< 1970 psig

> 550OF
< 550OF

ALLOWABLE VALUES

0.0 volts with a
1.5 ± 0.5 second time delay

0.0 volts with
5 ± 1 second time delay

6560 1 33 v

300 t 30 s

9.5 ± 0.5 s

.< 1980 pslg

< 5520F
>ý 5480F.

C. Reactor Trip, P-4 N.A. N.A.

sic 0- r" I-evel, P-14 4-iZ-4- ;Y. -f V z -4 Y. Q -f
e

I'^ 54rop"eAf -,)Pan

e " CA S.Ae " 0"
ei toe ft4r e I pe't koe

FUNCTIONAL UNIT



TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System Interlocks

a. Pressurizer Pressure,
P-11

b.. Low-Low T avg , P-12

c. Reactor Trip, P-4

CHANNEL
CHEC K

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

N. A.

ANALOG
CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL
TEST

TRIP
ACTUATING
DEVICE
OPERATIONAL
TEST

N. A.

N. A.

RN. A.

ACTUATION
LOGIC TEST

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

MASTER
RELAY
TEST

SLAVE
RELAY
.TEST

MODES
FOR WHICH
SURVEILLANCE
IS REQUIRED

N.A. N.A. 1, 2, 3

N.A. N.A. 1, 2, 3

N.A. N.A. 1, 2, 3

C=,



INSTRUMENTATION PROOF =&DRV I
BASES

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM AND ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM
I-NSTRUMENTATION (Continued)

The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System interlocks perform thefollowing functions:

P-4 Reactor tripped - Actuates Turbine trip, closes main feedwater
valves on T below Setpoint, prevents the opening of the mainavg
feedwater valves which were closed by a Safety Injection or HighSteam Generator Water Level signal, allows Safety Injection block sothat components can be reset or tripped, blocks steam dump via loadrejection controller and arms steam dump via plant trip controller.

Reactor not tripped - prevents manual block of Safety Injection.

P-11 On increasing pressurizer pressure, P-11 automatically reinstates
Safety Injection actuation on low pressurizer pressure. On decreasingpressure, P-li allows the manual block of Safety Injection actuation
on low pressurizer pressure.

P-12 On increasing reactor coolant loop temperature, P-12 automatically
reinstates Safety Injection actuation on high steam flow coincidentwith either low-low T agor low steam line pressure, and provides an
arming signal to the steam dump system. On decreasing reactorcoolant loop temperature, P-12 allows the manual block of SafetyInjection actuation on high steam flow coincident with either low-low
T avg or low steam line pressure and automa~tically removes the arming
.signal from the Steam Dump Syst~em.

3/4. 3. 3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.3.1 RADIATION MONITORING FOR PLANT OPERATIONS

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring instrumentation for plantoperations ensures that: (1) the associated action will be initiated when theradiation level monitored by each channel or combination thereof reaches itsSetpoint, (2) the specified coincidence logic is maintained, and (3) sufficientredundancy is maintained to permit a channel to be out-of-service for testing ormaintenance. The radiation monitors for plant aperations sense radiation levelsin se cted plant systems and locations and determines whether or not predeter-

mi tsar bing~d" exceeded'. Iftheyar, c'th -e sinl are combied intoI'e
gicm rce sensitv to c o dicativ ofIV . ua#4 us acidnt Siand

Ie~erat e 'eves i0-1q allows +hc- sfaef &- aL( ýee~wgl~es PLvW?,sj ~e0',fA'S
*9 ''v-aouA falv . 4 *. zht



3/4 3-30 and 3/4 3-31

Table 3.3-4 items 6.e and 8.a should be revised as indicated to clarify nominal
voltage setpoints and relay response times.

Table 3.3-4 item 7.b should be revised to specify an allowable value of 32.5
inches.



TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT ALLOWABLE VALUES

6. Auxiliary Feedwater (continued) 4 460 VO /S 1. 18 ý7 o~

PmStand Turbin -Driven Pump

g. Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure-Low
(Suction Transfer to ERCW)

1) Supply Valve for Motor-
Driven Pump

2) Supply Valve for Turbine-
Driven Pump

> 1.7 psig

> 11.1 psig

> 1.7 ± 0.5 psig

> 11.1 ± 0.5 psig

7. Automatic Switchover To
Containment Sump

a. Automatic Actuation Logic
and Actuation Relays

b. RWST Level - Low
Coincident With

Containment Sump Level -High

N. A.

> 130" from tank base

< 30" above elev. 703'

N. A.

> 12.6" from tank base-

30"1 25"above elev. -703'

And

Safety Injection See Item 1. above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints/
Allowable Values

C=1

cm

I



ZE TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

A ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

S 8. 6.9 kV Shutdown Board
a . Loss of *aw"p Vo/4lee 0 Vdc)71  V.,6 0 9 7-Z vol/s

1) Start Dies~el Gen 4erao 4. v'o~'/s4'olt with ao.i
0.0 volts witha

b. Dera ed q Votaesp.s 90-0/ 6 f?.Z vl'

a2 d Load Shedding T.imerwtha0. otswt
3)4 Safety Injecion&-secn iedly- 9.±0.-se dtm dla

H ~ b Degraded Voltage Loi

Enable Timer-

9. Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System Interlocks

-Y1
a. Pressurizer Pressure, P-11l 1970 psig < 1980 psig

b. Low-Low T P-12, increasing > 550OF < 5520Favg decreasing < 550OF > 548OF

C. Reactor Trip, P-4N.AN.. N. A. N. A.



3/4 3-44. 3/4 3-45. 3/4 3-46. 3/4 3-47. 3/4 4-18. B 3/4 3-2 and B 3/4 4-4

Tables 3.3-6 and 4.3-3 should be revised as indicated to improve. clarity and

elminate redundancy. Monitor indentifiers have been added.

The requirements for containment purge isolation are addressed in techncial
specification 3.3.3.10, item 7 of Tables 3.3-13 and 4.3-9 and are therefore
redundant and should be deleted from Tables 3.3-6 and 4.3-3.

The fuel storage pool area has two fully redundant monitors which perform both
radiation and criticality detection; therefore, listing separate requirements
and setpoints for the same monitor is confusing and should be deleted from
Tables 3.3-6 and 4.3-3.

The containment atmosphere monitor requirements should be deleted from Tables
3.3-6 and 4.3-3 since they are redundnat to technical specification 3.4.6.1.
The minimum channels operable, applicable modes, and ACTION requirements are
identical; however, the surveillance frequencies should be-included in
Surveillance Requirement 4.4.6.1 as Indicated.

The setpoint in Table 3.3-6 for main control room isolati on should be specified
in units used on the monitor and a correlation between the setpoint and 10 CFR
20 limit should be sited.

ACTION statement 28 for Table 3.3-6 should be revised as indicated to identify
the correlation between the subject monitors and the Auxiliary Building Gas
Treatment System.

Bases 3/4.3.3.1 and 3/4.4.6.1 should be revised as indicated for clarification
purposes.



TABLE 3.3-6

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION FOR PLANT OPERATIONS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

1. Gentziinm n t P rjjz

a. 'ContR4nnicnt Atmosph~

CHANNELS
TO TRIP/ALARM

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLICABLE
MODES

ALARM/TRIP
SETPOINT

1r 1 1. 2. 3. 4 1008 mfiiihB 26

-Exhaust sdoew~t

ma it1 1 2 'A A idg
I 13 9

Fuel Storage Pool Area-
Ventilation Isolation ( EE

6. Spent Fuel Pool

b. Cf~italitr

6ontainment At..s kmI--
vl~u~

I.1. X

ACTION

is

< 5 MR/h

- a., *ufl, *J

RCS Eeakage Beeto N.A. 11, 2, 3, 4 N.A. 29-

RCS Leakage Deteetion N.A. 1 ,2 ,4 NJ A- 29L

Men& Z-Hp ý

-KvvTfft1rf"r - - 9 i - w ( jr. -n!L,

-90- /0z ee- 9,0-/03)



TABLE 3.3-6 (Continued)

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION FOR PLANT OPERATIONS

MINI MUM
CHANNELS CHANNELS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TO TRIP/ALARM OPERABLE

Z.,CControl Room Ventilation
Isolation CRE- 90- 1z5 v..%J RC- 90-12)

Control Room Air
Intake Radioactivity-
High 12

APPLICABLE
MODES

ALARM/TRIP
SETPOINT

4-00 cp-qi*

TABLE NOTATIONS

N40t fuel in the fuel steragc arzas. 400 ep i's ~iA/,/
"*With irradiated fuel in the fuel storage areas.
#tust- satisfy Z1 ,e.lfiLual.. 3.3.3.10 ietie S

ACTION STATEMENTS

AAXSAN 26 - With- iess then the Mlin~imum Chjannrels OP'ERABLE requiremenit, operation. gne,
-provided the containmenrt"purge vaives art, maitanes cosd.

- -. .2

ACTION 27 -

ACTION 28 -

&dIx-I-lftqn

With the number of operable channels one less than the Minimum Channels OPERABLE

requirement, within 1 hour isolate the' Control Room Ventilation System and initjate
operation of the Control Room Ventilation System in the recirculation mode.

With less than the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, operation may continue

provided an appropriate portable continuous monitor with the same Alarm Setpoint
is provided in the fuel pool area Rct- h i . 1-rabl mznitcrs to OPERPAI3E
Sta us within 30 dAysU rssp al perations Inovn fuel mov~emient in the

fuel storagc poolarc. .sJ#9j. *Ae AcT/A -7''~t' 4'0 09C C7%'ý * 3.i7..

ACTION

27

-5 ;/r Of~ X',-1 3 -3
.T11C ~SPE-,0,1-

H-I-mný&~ th-.i =XTAN r~irmrt for Spiecit4zat1Gl 3.4.t6.4.



TABLE 4.3-3

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION FOR PLANT
OPERATIONS SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

1. CGrntainmnzrt Purgec

a. Corttalnmcnt Atmosphere
fladieaetivity High

b. Gentainment Purge

High

Fuel Storage Pool Area-
Ventilation Isolation Coe

CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

ANALOG
CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL
TEST

MODES FOR WHICH
SURVEI LLANCE
IS REQUIRED

5 R M 1. 2.3, 4

Ii aH 1~ 12 12

Riaiieaetivity High- S R M *

Radmuiatio LEevl R

3. Con~tainment -Mueepnere

IRtZ Leakazaz Beteetlihl 5 1. 2. 3. 4

b. rartieulate

'.c Ieaag Dtetcn b R4 -- m 1.2 '

a. Gaseeus Radioactivity

- 90 - /0 z e.,4 d RAC - 90 - .4 0 3)



TABLE 4.3-3

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION FOR PLANT
OPERATIONS SURVEI LLANCE REQUI REMENTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

a~. Gontainment A'tmosphere

CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALI BRAT ION

ANALOG
CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL
TEST

MODES FOR WHICH
SUR VETILLANCE
IS REQUIRED

mahleaetivity-11igh b R 1, 2, 3, 4

b. Con~tainment rurgc-

High

Fuel Storage Pool Area-
Ventilation Isolation CzE

a. Spent Fuel Pool

RenaJcLvuu L 1 14g

bC mi 1.243.--4

p -.

3. Con~tainmenrt tnphr

..-- -- Ia floa UztqýA 1M r. h. -- ---- WIi---- 1 4
I. I, I'

b. Partleulate
RadiopctE*it,
,RCS Leak-wjc h-at-c-ticn & R N 1 2..3. 4

-90 - /0 4 e.A d R-c- 90 - .403)



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM4 PROOF & REY!EW COPY
3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.6.1 The following Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection Systems shall
be OPERABLE:

a. The Lower Containment Atmosphere Gaseous Radioactivity Monitoring
System,

.b. The Containment Pocket Sump Level Monitoring System, and

c. The Lower Containment Atmosphere Particulate Radioactivity Monitoring
System.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With only two of the above required Leakage Detection Systems OPERABLE,
operation may continue for up to 30 days provided grab samples of the
containment atmosphere are obtained and analyzed for gaseous and particulate
radioactivity at least once per 24 hours when the required Gaseous or
Particulate Radioactivity Monitoring System is inoperable; otherwise, be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.6.1 The Leakage Detection Systems shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:

a. Lower Contai~nm tmosphere Gaseous An onitori stem-
performance CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and ANALOG CHAN L
OPERATIONAL EST a h pq --- Aj4A4 M1 -'&d

b. Containment ocket Sumnp Level onitoring System-performance of
CHANNEL CALIB N at least o ce per 18 months.

or~ce- c pec / (vc(y-

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3441



.INSTRUMENTATION I POOF & YREwVjp jCoy/
BASES

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM AND ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION (Continu5ed)

The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System interlocks perform the
following functions:

P-4 Reactor tripped - Actuates Turbine trip, closes main feedwater
valves on T agbelow Setpoint, prevents the opening of the main
feedwater valves which were closed by a Safety Injection or High
Steam Generator Water Level signal, allows Safety Injection block sothat components can be reset or tripped, blocks steam dump via loadrejection controller and arms steam dump~via plant trip controll~er.

Reactor not tripped - prevents manual block of Safety Injection.

P-11 On increasing pressurizer pressure, P-1l automatically reinstates
Safety Injection actuation on low pressurizer pressure. On decreasingpressure, P-li allows the manual block of Safety Injection actuation
on low pressurizer pressure.

P-12 On increasing reactor coolant loop temperature, P-12 automatically
reinstates Safety Injection actuation on high steam flow coincident
with either low-low T agor low steam line pressure', and provides an
arming signal to the steam dump system. On decreasing reactor
coolant loop temperature, P-12 allows the manual block of SafetyInjection actuation on high steam flow coincident with either low-lowT agor low steam, line pressure and automatically removes the arming -

signal from the Steam Dump System.

3/4. 3. 3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.3.1 RADIATION MONITORING FOR PLANT OPERATIONS

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring instrumentation for plantoperations ensures that: (1) the associated action will be initiated when theradiation level monitored by each channel or combination thereof reaches itsSetpoint, (2) the specified coincidence logic is maintained, and (3) sufficientredundancy is maintained to permit a channel to be out-of-service for testing ormaintenance. The radiation monitors for plant dperations sense radiation levelsi :n selected plant systems and locations and determines whether or not predeter-mined limits are being exceeded. If they are, the signals are combined intologic matrices sensitive to combinations indicative of vanl us accidents and

syt nsatuation siga ..to initiate omatic iso a ion a ion
da actuation of mie-rg-ency Exhaust or n lation Sses {

46'f@ f-savAchd ~ k

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1B3/3- B 3/4 3-2



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM *~~01 & EIWCOpy
STEAM GENERATORS (Continued)

Whenever the results of any steam generator tubing inservice inspectionfall into Category C-3, these results will be promptly reported to the Commissionpursuant to Specification 6.9.1 prior to resumption of plant operation. Suchcases will be considered by the Commission on a case-by-case basis and mayresult in a requirement for analysis, laboratory examinations, tests, additionaleddy-current inspection, and revision of the Technical. Specifications, if
necessary.

3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

3/4.4.6.1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

The RCS Leakage Detection Systems required by this specification areprovided to monito and dý leakage fro -1e reactor coolant pressure
bounda; These e *on Syst -i-consisten reco ion ofilatory i e 1.45, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Lea age DetectionSystems ," May 1973. The, rotctoi~o-i mp,no&+c' e,,voev~ets C-evi bt SzkJ70Wed

ERATIONAL

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE of any magnitude is unacceptable since it maybe indicative of an impending gross failure of the pressure boundary. Therefore,the presence of any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE requires the unit to be
promptly placed in COLD SHUTDOWN.

Industry experience has shown that while a limited amount of leakage is--expected from the RCS, the unidentified portion of this leakage can be reducedto a threshold value of less than 1 gpm. This threshold value is sufficiently
low to ensure early detection of additional leakage.

The total steam generator tube leakage limit of 1 gpm for all steamgenerators not isolated from the RCS ensures that the dosage contribution fromthe tube leakage will be limited to a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 doseguideline values in the event of either a steam generator tube rupture orsteam line break. The 1 gpm limit is consistent with the assumptions usedin-the analysis of these accidents. The '500 gpd leakage limit per steamgenerator ensures that steam generator tube integrity is maintained in the
event of a main steam line rupture or under LOCA conditions.

The 10 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE limitation provides allowance for a limitedamount of leakage from known sources whose presence will not interfere withthe detection of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE by the Leakage Detection.Systems.

The CONTROLLED LEAKAGE limitation restricts opeation when the total flowsupplied to the reactor coolant pump seals exceeds 40 gpm at a nominal RCSI
pressure of 2235 psig. This limitation ensures that in the event of a LOCA,the Safety Injection flow will not be less than assumed in the safety analyses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1B3/4- 8 3/4 4-4



3/4 3-49

Specification 4.3.3.3.2 should be revised as indicated to require that actuated

seismic monitoring equipment be restored to OPERABLE status regardless of the

level of seismic activity.



INSTRUMENTATION PROOF 'CD ýEVMWVy
SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.3 The seismic monitoring instrumentation shown in Table 3.3-7 shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required seismic monitoring instrumentsinoperable for more than 30 days, prepare and submit a SpecialReport to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within thenext 10 days outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plansfor restoring the instrument(s) to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.3.1 Each of the above required seismic monitoring instruments shall bedemonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNELCALIBRATION and ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST operations at the frequencies
shown in Table 4.3-4.

4.3.3.3.2 Each of th above require smic monit ng struments actuatedduring a seismic eve gr"ez thMn or c wal to 0.01 * sha 1 be restored toOPERABLE status withi 24 hours and a CHANNEL CALIBRATI performed within10 days following the is n . ata s ttrieved from actuatedinstruments and analyzed to determine the magnitude of the vibratory groundmotion. A Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to the Commissionpursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 14 days describing the magnitude,frequency spectrum and resultant effect upon facility features important tosafety.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 3-49



3/4 3-56

Table 3.3-9 should be revised as indicated to correctly list the total number of
remote shutdown monitoring instruments.



TABLE 3.3-9

REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENT

1. Source Range Nuclear Flux

2. Reactor Trip Breaker Indication

3 ctor Coolant Temperature-

6. earn Genera t re ssure

7. Steam Generator Level

8. Control Rod Bottom Bistable

READOUT
LOCATION

Note 1

At trip switchgear

Note 1

Note 1

Note 1

Note 1

Note 2

R-41-R-44

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

1/trip breaker

1/steam generator

1 Rod Bottom Bistable/rod

RHR Flow Rate

RHR Temperature

Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate

Pressurizer Relief Tank Pressure

Containment Pressure

1: Auxiliary Control Room Panel
2: Auxiliary Control Room Panel

Note 1

Note 1 1 -t,

Note 1 i/ 9n sen

Notel 1

Note 11

1- L-10
1-L-1O or near Auxiliary Feedwater Pump

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Note
Note

C=

C-3



Specification 4.3.3.8.1 should be revised and proposed Specification 4.3 .3 .8.3

should be incorporated as indicated.

The.National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) code specifies different test

intervals for smoke and infrared or thermal detectors. The infrared and thermal

detectors are not subject to failures due to clogging as are the smoke

detectors. Less frequent testing is justified on this basis.



INSTRUMENTATION IROOF& qMVEW Cqpy
FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.8 As a minimum, the fire detection instrumentation for each fire
detection zone shown in Table 3.3-11 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected by the fire detection instrument
is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With any, but not more than one-half the total in any-fire zone,
Function A fire detection instrument shown in Table 3.3-11 inoperable,
restore the inoperable instrument(s) to OPERABLE status within 14
days or within the next 1 hour establish a fire watch patrol toinspect the zone(s) with the inoperable instrument(s) at least once
per hour, unless the instrument(s) is located inside the containment,
then inspect that containment zone at least once per 8 hours or
monitor the containment air temperature at least once per hour at
the location listed in Specification 4.6.1.6.

b. With more than one-half of the Function A fire detection instruments
in any fire zone shown in Table 3.3ý-11 inoperable, or with anyFunction B fire detection instruments shown in Table 3.3-11 inoperable,or with any two or more adjacent fire detection instrument shown inTable 3.3-11 inoperable, within 1 hour establish a fire watch patrolto inspect the zone(s) with the inoperable instrument(s) at least
once per hour, unless the instrument(s) is located inside thecontainment, then inspect that containment zone at least once per 8hours or monitor the containment air temperature at least once perhour at the locations listed in Specification 4.6.1.6.

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SMOKC4.3.3.8.1 Each of the above requir 4edetec on instruments which areaccessible during plant operation shal be demo ist~rated OPERABLE at least onceper 6 months by performance of a TRIP ACTUATIN DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST. Firedetectors which are not accessible during plant operation shall be demonstratedOPERABLE by the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST duringeach COLD SHUTDOWN exceeding 24 hours unless performed in the previous 6 months.,

4.3.3.8.2 The NFPA Standard 720 supervised circuits supervision associatedwith the detector alarms of each of the above required fire detection instrumentsshall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 6 months.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 3-64



Provosed SR 4.3,3.8.3

4.3.3.8.3 One of the above required infrared or thermal detection instruments
in each zone which are accessible during plant operation shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 6 months by performing a TRIP
ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST. Fire detectors which are not
accessible during plant operation shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST on one of

the above required infrared or thermal detection instruments in each
zone during each COLD SHUTDOWN exceeding 24 hours unless performed in
the previous 6 months. Detectors will be selected such that all

infrared or thermal detectors are tested.



314 3-64

This proposed modification to Specification 3.3.3.8 addresses the NRC OIE
concern of automatic actuation system inoperability due to fire detector zone
inoperability.



INSTRUMENTATION PROOF & REMiEW C~OPY
FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.8 As a minimum, the fire detection instrumentation for each fire
detection zone shown in Table 3.3-11 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment-protected by the fire detection instrument
is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With any, but not more than one-half the total in any fire zone,
Function A fire detection instrument shown in Table 3.3-11 inoperable,
restore the inoperable instrument(s) to OPERABLE status within 14
days or within the next 1 hour establish a fire watch patrol to
inspect the zone(s) with the inoperable instrument(s) at least once
per hour, unless the instrument(s) is located in 'e the containment,
then inspect that containment zone at le!a ce 8 hours or
monitor the containment air temperaturqrat least nce per hour at
the location listed in Specification 4 1 d.

b. With more than one-half of the Function o fire detect on instruments
in any fire zone shown in Table 3.3-11 in perable, with'any
Function B fire detection instruments sho n in T ee 33.3-11 inoperable,
or with any two or more adjacent fire det t' instrument shown in
Table 3.3-11 inoperable, within 1 hour establish a fire watch patrol
to inspect the zone(s) with the inoperable instrument(s) at least
once per hour, unless the instrument(s) is located * de the
containment, then inspect that containment zo ne rleas ce per 8
hours or monitor the containment air temperatu at least o e per
our at the locations listed in Specification ... V

e- he provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 304aentalcbe

(: Su REIL NCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.8.1 Each of the above required fire detection instruments which areAccessible during plant operation shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least onceper 6 months by performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST. Firedetectors which are not accessible during plant operation shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST duringeach COLD SHUTDOWN exceeding 24 hours unless performed in the previous 6 months.

4.3.3.8.2 The NFPA Standard 72D supervised circuits supervision associated
with the detector alarms of each of the above required fire detection instruments

WAT BAR &, UNI 1~ 3/ 3-64 d.1 A
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3/4 3-67-and 3/4 3-6

Table 3.3-11 should be revised as indicated to incorporate minor editorial
changes and additions to the Fire Detection Instrument list.



TABLE 3.3-11 (CoftinL ! 1 Y W C Y
FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION.

TOTAL NUMBERZONE INSTRUMENT LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS**
HEAT FLAME SMOKE

B. Control Building (ýContinued)

218 CR Fltr. B, El. 755 0/1

219 CR Fltr. B, El. 755 0/1

220 Main CR, El. 755 27/0

226 Electric Cant. Bds., El. 755 12/0

229 Main Cant. Bds., El. 755 8/0

221 Tech Support Center, El. 755 0/6

222 Tech Support Center, El. 755 0/6

223 PS0 Eng. Shop, El. 755 0/1

224 PSO Eng. Shop, El. 755 0/1

225 Relay Bd. Rm., El. 755 0/12

267 Aux. Instr. Rm., Unit 1, El. 708 0/8

268 Aux. Instr. Rm., Unit 1, El. 708 0/10

--271 Aux. Instr. Rm., Unit 2, El. 0/8

272 Aux. Instr. R~m., Unit 2, El. 708 0/10

412 Duplex Relay Bds., El1. 7755 4/0

50 M Eqip. ~m.2920/2

51 Mech. Equip. Rm. Cal. C1, El. 692 0/2

52 Mech. Equip. Rm. Cal. C3, El. 692 0/2

53 Mech. Equip. Rm. Cal. C3, El. 692 0/2

387 Control/Turbine Bldg. Wall 0/24

C. Auxiliary Building

39 Cant. Spray Pump lA-A, El. 676 2/0

40 Cant. Spray Pump lB-B, El. 676 2/0

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 34363/4 3-67



TABLE 3.3-11 (ContinuedjI PROOF & R0100W COPY
FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

TOTAL NUMBERZONE INSTRUMENT LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS"*
HEAT FLAME SMOKE

(xy) x/y) (x/y)
C_ Auxiliary Building (Continued)

98 Cntint. Purge Air Fltr., El. 713 0/2

99 Cntmt. Purge AirFltr., El. 713 0/2

102 Pipe Gallery, El. 713 0/4

103 Pipe Gallery, El. 713 0/4

106- Aux. Bldg. A5-AJ.1, Col. T-W, El. 713 0/8

107 Aux. Bldg. A5-A11, Col. T-W, El. 713 0/8

110 Aux. Bldg. A1-A8, Col. Q-U, El. 713 0/12

111 Aux. Bldg. A1-A8, Col. Q-U, El. 713 0/12

112 Aux: Bldg. A8-A15, Col. Q-U, El. 713 0/9

113 Aux. Bldg. A8-A1S, Col. Q-U, El. 713 0/9

114 Waste Packaging Area, El. 7290/

115 Waste Packaging Area, El. 729 0/3

120 Aux. Bldg. G as Trtmt. Fltr., El. 7290/

121 Aux. Bldg. Gas Trtmt. Fltr., El. 729 ý0/1

123 Vol. Control Tank Rm. IA, El. 713 0/1

12 Vol. Control' Tank Rm. 1A, El. 713

1 Fmei Ta-mitf Yelve Rm. El. 729

12 L Fee4 TvRsnfei Val-oe Rmi. El. 729 0/13

133 Ventilation & Purge Air Rm., El. 7370/

134 Aux. Bldg. AS-All, Col. U-W, El. 737S

135 Aux. Bldg. AS-All, Col. U-W, El. 737 0/7
136 Heating & Vent Rm., El. 737 0/4
137 Heating & Vent Rm., El. 737 0/4WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 3-69



ELIJz-i
Table 3.3-13 ACTION Statement 39 should be revised as indicated to better define
the type of radioactivity analysis.



TABLE 3.3-13 (Continued) RO isVICp

TABLE NOTATIONS

* At all times..

SDuring WASTE GAS HOLDUP SYSTEM operation.

SDuring operation of the Containment Purge System, Auxiliary Building Gas
Treatment System, or waste gas decay tank disposal.

SAt all times other than when the most recent Secondary Coolant System
specific activity sample and analysis program gross radioactivity determin-
ation is less than or equal to 1 x 10-6 uCi/gin.

ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 37 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, the contents of the
tank(s) may be released to the environment for up to 14 days
provided that prior to initiating the release:

a. At least two independent samples of the tank's contents
are analyzed, and

b. At least two technically qualified members of the Facility
staff independently verify the release rate calculations
and discharge valve lineup.'

Otherwise, suspend release of radioactive effluents via this
pathway.

ACTION 38 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via
this pathway may continue for up to 30 days provided the flow
rate is estimated at least once per 4 hours.

ACTION 39 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channel OP quirement, effluent releases via
this pathway ma ontinue for p to 30 days provided grab
samples are ta n at least once per 12 hours and these samples
are analyzed or , -- ithin 24 hours.

ACTION 40 - With the numb r of channels ERA less than required by the
Minimum Channe ERABLE requ emen operation of this Waste
Gas Disposal System ma continue for pto 7 days provided grab
samples are collected at east on e p r 4 hours and analyzed
within the following 4 ho s to m t he requirements of
Specification 3.11.2.5. 'th the yd ogen and oxygen monitors
inoperable, be in at leas HOT STA DB within 6 hours.

ACTION 41 - With the number of chann s OPERAB E 1 s than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABL requirem nt, e fluent releases via
the affected pathway may ontinue or up to 30 days provided
that samples are continuo ly col ected ith auxiliary sampling
equipment as required in Ta e 4. 1-2.

ACTION 42 - With the number of channels PE ABLE les an r tiplh
the Minimum Channels OPERAB equirement, immediately suspend
PURGING or VENTING of radio c ~ve effluents via this pathway.

/70ble94S~ 7ress rodidac~clv4WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 3-83 r 'o'pc 4e/Si



3/4 3-83

TVA's submittal of June 19, 1984 included a request to revise ACTION statement
40 of Table 3.3-13 with respect to the inoperability of the H 2  and 02
monitors.

Several conference calls have recently been held between TVA and NRC
representativs to discuss this proposal. As a result of these discussions, TVA
now proposes to address the inoperability of the H 2and 0 2monitors by
submittal of a Special Report.22



TABLE 3.3-13 (Continued) IPROOF & REVIEW Copy I
TABLE NOTATIONS

* At all times..

SDuring WASTE GAS HOLDUP SYSTEM operation.
SDuring operation of the Containment Purge System, Auxiliary Building Gas
Treatment System, or waste gas decay tank disposal.
SAt all times other than when the most recent Secondary Coolant Systemspecific activity sample and analysis program gross radioacti .vity determin-
ation is less than or equal to 1 x 10 1 uCi/gm.

ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 37 -

ACTION 38 -

ACTION 39 -

ACTION 40 -

ATIO 41 -A

ACTION 42 -

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, the contents of the
tank(s) may be released to the environment for up to 14 days
provided that prior to initiating the release:
a. At least two independent samples of the tank's contents

are analyzed, and
b. At least two technically qualified members of the Facility

staff independently verify the release rate calculations
and discharge valve lineup.

Otherwise, suspend release of radioactive effluents via this
pathway.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via
this pathway may continue for up to 30 days provided the flow4
rate is estimated at least once per 4 hours.
With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via
this pathway may continue for up to 30 days provided grab
samples are taken at least once per 12 hours and these samples
,are analyzed for radioactivity within 24 hours.
Wit the itm mf:a-re PERABLE- less than rcguirzd by th:
Millltu Chet.1 !lý S _A E reqtirement, eppratieon of thic Wat
Gas Dispcasl System may eentinmue fee up to -I days preyided grabsamples -are ealee~td at-,4east 3nce pep 1 hour:o and analyzcdw.ithiiq the fPll~ewimim '11h te meezt the reqwircme`t of
Gpeeifi4eatizm 31.5 With the hydregen and ex~yle meito. sir.peiablz, be in at leet HOT STANDBY 'within 6 hou:
With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via
the affected pathway may continue for up to 30 days provided
that samples are continuously collected with auxiliary sampling
equipment as required in Table 4.11-2.

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, immediately suspend
PURGING or VENTING of radioactive effluents via th~is pathway.
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Proposed ACTION 40 Table 3.3-13

ACTION 40 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than reuired by the
Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, operation of this Waste Gas
Disposal System may continue provided grab samples are collected at
least once per batch transfer to a waste gas decay tank and at least
once per 4 hours and analyzed within the followign 4 hours to meet,
the requirements of Specification 3.11.2.5. With either the
hydrogen or oxygeni monitor inoperable for more than 7 days or with
both oxygen and hydrogen monitors inoperable, prepare and submit to
the Commission with 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a
Special Report that identifies the cause(s) for the inoperability,
action(s) taken to restore the monitor(s) to OPERABLE status, and a
summary description of action(s) taken to prevent recurrence.



3/4 4-9

Specification 3.4.3 should be revised as indicated to emphasize the indicated

level measurement that the operator will use.



I C ! ~flW IC flyREACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PROO0 U'F UO~ i~Ubr
3/4.4. 3 PRESSURIZER

equal to 929 on narrow range indication and at least two groups of
pressuri rs each havin a capaci y of at least 150 kW.
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. cik bq j.e /VlCS

ACTIN:/es~s 14-AC40 O 9f dLa/ /V 116S6

a. With one group of pressurizer heaters inopera e, restore at leasttwo groups to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOTSTANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within thefollowing 6 hours.

b. With the pressurizer otherwise inoperable, be in at least HOTSTANDBY with the Reactor trip breakers open within 6 hours and inHOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.3.1 The pressurizer water volume shall be determined to be within itslimit at least once per 12 hours.

4.4.3.*2 The capacity of each of the above required groups of pressurizerheaters shall be verified by energizing the heaters and measuring circuitcurrent at least once per 92 days.

4.4.3.3 The emergency power supply for the pressurizer heaters shall bedemonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by manually transferringpower from the normal to the emergency power supply.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4-9



3/4 4-20

Surveillance Requirement 4.4.6.2.1.d should be revised as indicated to clarify
the fact that several alarms can indicate intersystem leakage. A description of
the alarms used for this purpose is provided in Section 5.2.5 of the Watts Bar
SER (NUREG-0847). TVA believes that this clarification is necessary for proper
interpretation of the requirement.



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRlOOF & REVEW Copy
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.6.2.1 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within
each of the above limits by:

a. Monitoring the lower containment atmosphere gaseous or particulate
radioactivity monitor for relative change at least once per 12 hours;

b. Monitoring the containment pocket sump inventory and discharge at
least once per 12 hours;

C. Measurement of the CONTROLLED LEAKAGE to the reactor coolant pump
seals when the Reactor Coolant System pressure is 2235-± 20 psig at
least once per 31 days. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are
not applicable for entry into MODE 3 or 4;

d. Performanc e o f nt Sy m wa r inventory balance at
least once pe 72 hours during dy-state operation or within 1 hour
of receiv ing an,,intersystem leakage a~pm nd

e. Monitoring t tor Head Flange Lea~koff stem at least once per
24 hours.. P

4.4.6.2.2 Each Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve specified in
Table 3.4-1 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying leakage to be within
its limit:

a. At least once per 18 months;

b. Prior to entering MODE 2 whenever the plant has been in COLD
SHUTDOWN for 72 hours or more and if leakage testing has not been
performed in the previous 9 months;

C. Prior to returning the valve to service following maintenance,
repair or replacement work on the valve; and

d. Within 24 hours following valve actuation due to automatic or manual
action or flow through the valve.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODE 3
or 4.
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3/4 4-36 and B 3/4 4-15

Figure 3.4-4 has been revised to be consistent with TVA's submittal of

Westinghouse report "Setpoint Program Determination for the Westinghouse Cold

Overpressure Mitigating System in the Watts Bar Unit 1 Plant" by letter dated
June 7, 1984.

Bases 3/4.4.9 should be revised as indicated to reflect the fact that a cold leg

measured temperature is used to protect the reactor pressure from a predicted
pressure-temperature condition.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PROOF & REVEW COPY
BASESI

PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS (Continued)

ramp. Furthermore, since the thermal stresses, at the outside are tensile and
increase with increasing heatup rate, a lower bound curve cannot be defined.
Rather, each heatup rate of interest must be analyzed on an individual basis.

Following the generation of pressure-temperature curves for both the
steady-state and finite heatup rate situations, the final limit curves are
.Produced as follows. A composite curve is constructed based on a point-by-
paint comparison of the steady-state and finite heatup rate data. At any
given temperature, the allowable pressure is taken to be the lesser of the
three values taken from the curves under consideration.

The use of the composite curve is necessary to set conservative heatup
limitations because it is possible for conditions to exist such that over the
course of the heatup ramp the controlling condition switches from the inside
to the outside and the pressure limit must at all times be based on analysis
of the most critical criterion.

Finally, the composite curves for the heatup rate data and the cooldown
rate data are adjusted for possible errors in the pressure and temperature
sensing instruments by the values indicated on the respective curves.

Although the pressurizer operates in temperature ranges e those
which there is reason for concern of nonductile failure, erating limits are
provided to assure compatibility of operation wit h th fatigue analysis
performed in accordance with the ASME Code requirement

The OPERABILITY of two PORVs or an RCS vent openi g of least 3 square
inches ensures that the RCS will be protected from essure ransients which
could exceed the limits of Appe * t rt 50 whe one or more of
the RCS cold legs are le an or equal to 310'F. Either PORV has adequate
relieving capabili t oprotect the RCS from overpressur' ation when the
transient is lim ed to either: (1) the start of an * e reactor coolant pu p
with the secon ry water temperature of the ste nerator less than or equ1
to 50OF abov the RCS cold leg temperatures, or (2) the start of a HPSI pump
and its in' ction into a water solid RCQ

The inservice inspection and testing programs for ASME Code Class 1, 2
and 3 comp ents ensure that !&ýstr uctural integrity and operational readine s
of these componen swi be maintaýinn at an acceptable level through6ut t
life of the plant. These programs are inacrac ihScie
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code a applicable Ad s required by
110 CFR 50.55a(g) except where specific w te has been granted by
the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i).

Components of the Reactor Coolant System-were designed to provide access
to permit inservice inspections in accordance with Section XI of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 1971 Edition and Addenda through Winter 1971.
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Proposed Paraftraph for, rage B 3/4 4-15

In developing the PORV setpoint for a given measured RTD temperature, account
must be taken of the heat transport effect. If a heat input event were to
occur, the cold leg temperature would rapidly rise to that corresponding to the
steam generator, while the vessel would still be at the RCS temperature which
existed prior to the transient. Therefore, the PORV setpoint must be defined so
that it corresponds to the Appendix G limit at the vessel temperature, not the
measured RTD temperature. It was assumed that the RTD was measuring a
temperature 630F higher than the vessel (500F due to primary to secondary
temperature difference plus 130F instrument error). The actural PORV
setpoints will be staggered and set below the nominal lift setting shown in
Figure 3.4-4.



U/4 5-4

Surveillance Requirement 4.5.1.2.o.l ~should be revised as indicated. Therequiement to test the upper head injection isolation valves should be revisedto account for the addition of the manual signal. The proposed wording willrequire only one valve closure. The second signal would be tested upper acommon point. This testing scheme is similar to reactor protection system
testing. Additional valve closures can lead to valve seat damage due to the
high closing velocity.



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS P ni 01,F & tTVCP

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

b. At least once per 31 days and within 6 hours after each solution
volume increase of greater than or equal to L% of tank volume by
verifying the boron concentration of the solution in the water-filled
accumulator,

C. At least once per 18 months by: cc

1) Verifying that each accumulator isolation va .el Ae:

a) Manually from the control room, and

b) Automatically when the water level in the water-filled
accumulator is 103.4 ± 0.5 inches above the tank vendor
working line.

2) Verifying that the total dissolved nitrogen and air in the
water-filled accumulator is less than 80 scf per 1800 cubic
feet of water (equivalent to 5 x 10-5 pounds nitrogen per
pounds water).

d. At least once per 5 years and if the requirements of Specifica-
tion 4.5.1.2c.2) are not met by replacing the membrane installed
between the water-filled and nitrogen-bearing accumulators.
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3/4 5-8

TVA's submittal of June 19, 1984 inadvertently indicated that the centrifugal

charging pump flow rate of Surveillance Requirement 4.5.2.h.l.b should be
revised to 567 gpm. The correct value is 568 gpm.



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS I R 0 RYifEW -COPY
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Conti nued)

h. By performing a flow balance test, during shutdown, followingCompletion of modifications to the ECCS subsystems that alter thesubsystem flow characteristics and verifying that:

1) For centrifugal charging pump lines, with a single pump running:

a) The sum of the injection line flow rates, excluding the
highest flow rate, is greater than or equal to 34 m,
andS6

b) rhe total pump flow rate is less than or equa. to 4&gpm.

2) For Safe ty Injection pump lines, with a single pump running:

a) The sum of the injection line flow rates, excluding thehighest flow rate, is greater than or equal to 462 gpm,
and

b) The total pump flow rate is less than or equal to 660 gpm.
3) For RHR pump lines, with a single pump running, the sum of theinjection line flow rates is greater than or equal to 3976 gpm.
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3/4 6-1

Surveillance Requirement 4.6.1.1.b should be revised as indicated for
clarification purposes.



3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

Without primary
1 hour or be in
SHUTDOWN within

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, restore CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY within
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations* not
capable of being closed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation
valves and required to be closed during accident conditions are
closed by valves, blind flanges, or deactivated automatic valves
secured in their positions, except as provided in Tatý 6-2 of
Specification 3.6.3;

b. By verifying that each containment air lock
the requirements of Specification 3.6.1.3; ai

c. After each closing of each penetration subject to Type B testing,
except the containment air locks, if opened following a Type A or B
test, by leak rate testing the seal with gas at a pressure not less
thai, P ,15 psig, and verifying that when the measured leakage rate
for thes'e seals is added to the leakage rates determined pursuant to
Specification 4.6.1.2d. for all other Type B and C penetrations, the
combined leakage rate is less than 0.60 L a'

Except valves, blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are
located inside the annulus and containment and are locked, sealed or otherwise
secured in the closed position. These penetrations shall be verified closed
during each COLD SHUTDOWN' except that such verification need not be performed
more often than once per 92 days.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 13/ 6-
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3 /4--6-2

Specification 4.6.1.2 should be revised as indicated to remove the reference to

ANSI N45.4-1972. TVA should'have the flexibility to use any test method that

meets the criteria specified in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMSIE 
I

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGEPRO & ,EI C Y

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 6.1.2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited to:

a. An overall integrated leakage rate of less than-or equal to Lai0.25% by weight of the containment air per 24 hours atPa15 psig;

b. A combined leakage rate of less than 0.60 L for all penetrationsand valves subject to Type'B and C tests, wRen pressurized to Pa;and;

c. A combined bypass leakage rate of less than 0.25 L for allpenetrations identified in Table 3.6-1 as secondarý containmentbypass leakage paths when pressurized to P a
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With: (a) the measured overall integrated containment leakage rate exceeding0.75 L a$ or (b) the measured combined leakage rate for all penetrations and
valves subject to Types B and C tests exceeding 0.60 Lai or (c) the combined
bypass leakage rate exceedin g 0.25 La , restore the overall integrated leakage
rate to less than 0.75 L aand the combined leakage rate for all penetrations
and valves subject to Type B and C tests to less than 0.60L La and the com-.bined bypass leakage rate to less than 0.25 La prior to increasing the Rea ctorCoolant System temperature above 2000F.a

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.2 Thee connt leakage r be demonstr aAat the followit~e4s edu nd shall b med in confo with tec a eifined in Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50:"4in@ the methazl: anzl prOY49i-z 3f AN&SI
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346-8

Surveillance Requiement 4.6 .1.3.a should be revised as indicated. TVA has plansto install a continuous leakage monitoring system on the airlock door seals.The continuous monitoring system can be used in lieu of the individual test.
The proposed wording allows for use of either method.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS PROOF & REVIEW COlPY
SURVEI LLANCE REQUI REMENTS

a. ' Within 72 hours following each closing,' except when the air loc is
being used for multiple entries, then, at least ownce per 72 hs., by

f at ast 3 econ 1 y e leakage does not exceed

b. By conducting overall air lock leakage tests at not less than P
15 psig, and verifying the overall air lock leakage rate is wit~in
its limit:

1) At least once per 6 months,# and

2) Prior to establishing CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY when maintenance
has been performed on the air lock that could affect the air
lock sealing capability.*

C. At least once per 6 months by verifying that only one door in each
air lock can be opened at a time.

# The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.
*This represents an exemption to Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50.
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3/4 6-14

Surveillance Requirement 4.6.1.8.d.4 should be revised as indicated to address
annulus inleakage.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS PRHOOF &~ AEVIEV CY
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

3) Verifying a system flow rate of 4000 cfm t 10% during system.operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

C. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation, by verifying,within 31 days after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a repre-sentative carbon sample obtained in accordance with RegulatoryPosition C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.aof Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, for a methyliodide penetration of less than 0.2%,

d. At least once per 18 months, by:

1) Verifying that the p'ressure drop across the combined HEPAfilters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 8 inchesWater Gauge while operating the system at a flow rate of4000 cfm ±t 10%,
2) Verifying that the system starts automatically on a Phase "A"

Isolation test signal,

3) Verifying that the filter cooling bypass valves can be opened,
4) Verifying that the air cleanup subsystem maintains the annulus

b ildin ur~e equa _t- mo~re n a n mminis-,

5) Veri ng e hea ers ssi -. w en testein accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank byverifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetrationand bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% inaccordance with ANSI N510-1975 for a DOP test aerosol while operatingthe system at a flow rate of 4000 cfm :t 10%; and
f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorbe~rbank by verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-placepenetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of lessthan 0.051M in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 for a halogenated.hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas while operating the system at aflow rate of 4000 cfm ±t 10%.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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3/4 6.-15

By letter dated July 27, 1983, TVA requested that the allowable purge and venttime (Specification 3.6.1.9) for Watts Bar be increased to 2,000 hours per year.The basis for the request was the experience at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant that anaverage of 5.33 hours of purge and vent time was needed per day to maintaincontainment internal pressure and reduce and maintain radiation levels. TVAagain requested the increase in allowable purge and vent time by letter dated
June 19, 1984.

The design of Watts Bar is essentially identical to Sequoyah relative to the.items that lead to purging and venting. TVA has reasonably concluded that thepurging and venting needs at Watts Bar will be approximately 2,000 hours per
year.

10 CFR Part 50.91 states in paragraph 5 that:

"The Commission expects its licensees to apply for license amendments in atimely fashion. It will decline to dispense with notice and comment on thedetermination of no significant hazard consideration, if it determines thatthe licensee has failed to make a timely application for the amendment inorder to create the emergency to take advantage of the emergency provision.
Whenever a threatened closure or derating is involved, a licensee
requesting an amendment must explain why this emergency situation occurredand why it could not avoid this situation, and the Commission will assess
the licensee's reasons for failure to file an application sufficiently in
advance of that event."

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.91, WVA must again request that the allowablepurge time for Watts Bar be increased to 2,000 hours per year. Our estimate ofpurge and vent needs, based on Sequoyah Nuclear Plant experience, leads us torequest this time. The present arbitrary time limit of 500 hours per year couldlead us to request an emergency Technical Specification change 90 days afteroperations begins. Our experience with the notice for public comment requiredby Federal law is that at least 90 days, and typically 180 days, are required torequest and receive a routine technical specification change. Therefore, TVAmust receive an increase in allowable purge time to avoid the potential for anemergency Technical Specification change request.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM PROOF JW Y
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.9 Each containment purge supply and/or exhaust isolation v shall
be OPERABLE and the 24-inch at 700 open, the 8-inch and the inch containme t
purge supply and/or exhaust isolation val~ve(s) may be open fo r up to. ho s
during a calendar year provided no more than one line is en at one e.

APPLICABILITY: MOD ,3, a d 4. zo

a. i te 4-ichat open, the 8-inch and the 12- nc co en

d/e0sppyador ex hast isolation valve~s oefor isolae theaeertons ihn

,otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With a containment purge supply and/or exhaust isolation valve(s)
having a measured leakage rate in excess of the limits of Specifica-
tions 4.6. 1.9.3 and/or 4.6.1.9.4, restore the inoperable valve(s)
to OPERABLE status within 24 hours, otherwise be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours, and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.9.1 Each 24-inch containment purge supply and/or exhaust isolation
valve(s) shall be verified to be physically restricted to 700 open at least
once per 31 days.

4.6.1.9.2 The cumulative time that all contai nment purge supply and/or exhaust
isolation valves have been open during a calendar year shall be determined at
least once per 7 days.

4.6.1.9.3 At least once per 3 months each containment purge supply and/or
exhaust isolation valve with resilient material seals shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by verifying that the measured leakage rate is less than 0.01 La when
pressurized to P a
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3/4 6-17. 3/4 6-19. 3/4 6-20. 3/4 6-21. 3/4 6-22 and 3/4 6-23

Specification 3.6.3 should be revised to delete the reference to the
nonapplicability of Specification 3.0.4.

Ta Ible 3.6-2 should be revised as indicated to denote those valves for which
Specification 3.0.4 does not apply.

Several additional errors have been identified in Table 3.6-2. Valve FCV-
77-20 was listed twice and four valves' isolation times need to be corrected to
be consistent with Sequoyah.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.3 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES PRff &UREEW ClOPY
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6-3 The containment isolation valves 5p~eCified in Table 3.6-2 shall beOPERABLE with isolation times as shown in Table 3.6-2.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one or more of the isolation valve(s) specified in Table 3.-6-2 inoperable,maintain at least one isolation valve OPERABLE in each affected penetrationthat is open and:

a. Restore the inoperable valve(s) to OPERABLE status within 4 hours,or

c Isolate each affected penetration within 4 hours by use of at lea tone closed manual valve or blind flangesand the; p.-!iiouo

UTOOWN wi the following s

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.3.1 The isolation valves specified in Table 3.6-2 shall be demonstratedOPERABLE prior to returning the valve to service after maintenance, repair orreplacement work is performed on the valve or its associated actuator, controlor power circuit by performance of a cycling test and verification of isolationtime.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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TABLE 3.6-2

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

SVALVE NUMBER

1. Phase IN

FUNCTION
MAXIMUM ISOLATION
TIME (Seconds)

SG Blowdown
SG Blowdown
SG Blowdown
SG Blowdown
SG Blowdown
SG Blowdown
SG Blowdown
SG Blowdown
Cont. to Annulus 0P
Cont. to Annulus AP
CW-Inst Room Cirs
CW-Inst Room Cirs
CW-Inst Room Clrs
CW-Inst Room Cirs
CW-Inst Room Cirs
CW-Inst Room Clrs
CW-Inst Room Cirs
CW-Inst Room Cirs
Sample RC Outlet 1ldrs
Sample RC Outlet Hdrs
Stm Gen No. 1 Bldn Isol Vlv
Stan Gen No. 2 Bldn Isol Vlv
Stm Gen.No. 3 Bldn Isol Vlv
Stm Gen No. 4 Bldn Isol Vlv
SG Blow On Sample Li-ne
SG Blow On Sample Line
SG Blow On Sample Line
SG Blow On Sample Line
Gylcol Inlet to Floor Cooler
Gylcol Inlet to Floor Cooler.
Gylcol Outlet to Floor Cooler

10
10

10

.18' /5,

10
W

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
*10
10
10
10
10

30
*30
30



TABLE 3.6-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE NUMBER

1. Phase "A s ion (Cont.)FCV-61-1 ý
FCV-61-1 1#-
FCV- 61- 2#-
FCV-61 193#
FCV-61 9
FCV-62- 1
FCV-62- 3
FCV-62 7
FCV-62 73~
FCV-62- 4*
FCV-62- 6
FCV-62 7
FCV-6 23:k
FCV-6 -64k'4
FCV-6 -71$
FCV-63 84
FCV-68 3050~
FCV-68 307:W
FCV-6 308*
FCV-7 -85 fý
FCV- 0-1421*'
FCV- 7-9 Ir
FCV- - 10P
FCV-7 16$:
FCV-7 1

FCV 7-19*
FCV 77-20 $
FC 77- 127*
FCV 7-128wJr

FCV- 7-7 4F
FCV- 7-84
FCV- -9

FUNCTION
MAXIMUM ISOLATION
TIME (Seconds)

,Gylcol Outlet to Floor Cooler
Ice Condenser - Gylcol In
Ice Condenser - Gylcol In
Ice Condenser - Gylcol Out
Ice Condenser - Gylcol Out
RCP Seals
RCP Seals
Letdown Line
Letdown Line
Letdown Line
Letdown Line
Letdown Line
Accum to [told Up Tank
WOS N2 to Accum
Accum to Hold Up Tank
Accum to Hold Up Tank
WOS N2 to PRT
PRI to Gas Analyzer
PRT to Gas Analyzer
CCS from Excess Lt On lix
CCS to Excess Lt On lix
RCOT Pump Disch
RCDT Pump Dischi
RCDT to Gas Analyzer
RCDT to Gas Analyzer
RCDT and PRT to V I1
RCDT and PRT to V 11
RCOT N2 Supply
Floor Sump Pump Oisch
Floor Sump Pump Dlsch
Primary Water Makeup
UHI Test Line
UHI Test Line
UHI Test Line



TABLE 3.6-2 (Continued)

> CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

03 MAXIMUM ISOLATION

SVALVE NUMBER FUNCTION TIME (Seconds)

C 1. Phase "A" ation (Cont.)

FCV-375- Boo Analyze

FCV-26-24 Fire Bo ron eto Aalyzer2

2. 1 oias [g Iol- io

ERCW -3 LWRu Samptle r < 60

FCV-6- 7#C Boo AnlyzrCmtCr < 60

ERCW2 0 Lran R Contro AirIsolto < 60

ERC 11 No -E LWential Conrso Ai60

CV -31ERCW - LWR Cmpt Clrs 'Z 60 9

CV 78PERCW - LWR Cmpt Clrs Z60 0

FCV-67- 8 f- ERCW - LWR Cmpt Cirs < 60;>
FCV-67- Olip ERCW - LWR Cnipt Clrs Z 60

FCV-67- 50# ERCW - LWR Cmpt Clrs Z 60

FC-717ERCW - LWR Cmpt Cirs Z 60

_C-7-14 ERCW - LWR Cmpt Cirs < 60



TABLE 3.6-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE NUMBER FUNCTION

2. Phase "B", olation (Cont.)

FCV-67 304:
FCV-6 11ý
FCV-6 1331F
FCV-67- 34'*$
FCV-67- 8r
FCV-67-39f
FCV-67 141#'
FCV-6 -142k1'
FCV- -2951k
FCV- 7-2964#w
FCV- - 297*:
FCV-6 298%'
FCV-70 87
FCV-70 89
FCV-7 90
FCV-70
FCV-70-134
FCV-70-140

3. Phase "A" ontaininent Vent Isolation

FCV-3-71
FCV-3 8#r

FCV-30-

FCV-3 -14t.
FCV-3 1
FCV-3 -16,*
FCV-30 17*-

MAXIMUM ISOLATION
TIME (Seconds)

ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Crnpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cnipt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cnipt Cirs
RCP Thermal Barrier Ret
CCS from RCP Oil Coolers
RCP Thermal Barrier Ret
CCS from RCP Oil Coolers
To RCP Thermal Barriers
CCS to RCP Oil Coolers

Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower

Compt
Compt
Compt
Compt.
Compt
Compt
Compt
Compt

Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Alir
Alir
Alir

Supply
Supply
supply
supply
supply
Supply
Supply
supply

C=

C-2



TABLE 3.6-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE NUMBER

Phase "A" ntainment

FCV-3 1*
FCV- 0-20O;
FCV:- -3-

FCV-3 40#f
FC-V-30 50f-i
FCV-3 51~
FCV- -52#
FCV- 0-53#
FCV 30-561*
FCV 30-57-*
FCV- -58w
FCV-30 59 1
FCV-9 107
FCV-90
FCV-90- 10
FCV-90- 1
FCV-90- 1
FCV-90 13-*
FCV-90- 4-J
FCV-90- 5
FCV-90 1690ý
FCV-90 k17

FUNCTION
MAXIMUM ISOLATION
TIME (Seconds)

Vent Isolation (Cont. )

Inst Room Purge Air Supply
Inst Room Purge Air Supply
Lower Compt Pressure Relief
Lowei
Uppew
Uppew
Uppey
Upper
Lowe r
Lowe r
Inst
Inst
Cntmt
Cntmt
Cntmt
Cntmt
Cntmt
Cntmt
Cntmt
Cntmt
Cntmt
Cntmt

Compt Pressure Relief
Compt Purge Air Exh
Compt Purge Air Exh
Compt Purge Air Exh
Compt Purge Air Exh
Compt Purge Air Exh
Compt Purge Air Exh

Room Purge Air Exh
Room Purge Air Exit
*Bldg LWR Compt Air Mon
Bldg LWR Compt Air Mon
Bldg LWR Compt Air Mon
*Bldg LWR Compt Air Mon
Bldg LWR Compt Air Mon
Bldg Up Compt Air Mon
Bldg Up Compt Air Mon
Bldg Up Cotupt Air Mon
BlIdg Up Compt Air Mon
Bldg Up Compt Air Mon

*:f# Oi/I,;O'1* of L~CO 3.0.4 tire -iof aq/14'eC/e 14 tke- valve, Ct ee c~vedr ('/) i~/
i-Oolatct, poisi(ioi pAI1 oweir ireenoverj.~~i~~~ c- 2 -3~

¶ZC-~e7 valv L\'& secrd

C31



314 6-30 and 3/4 6-31

TVA's submittal of June 19, 1984 included a proposal to revise the ice condenser
inlet door surveillance frequency (SR 4.6.5.3.1) to a 9 month interval to
coincide with the required ice-weighing outage. This proposal was discussed
with NRC Staff representatives at a WVA/NRC Technical Specification meeting of
August 7-8, 1984.

NRC Staff represenatives indicated that to offset the increase in the test
interval, the numbers of doors to be tested would need to be increased from 25
to 50 percent. TVA indicated that the increase in precentage of test population
was acceptable. Specification 4.6.5.3.1 should be revised accordingly.



1 PROOF & irViuEW' COPY jCONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

ICE CONDENSER DOORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.5.3 The ice condenser inlet doors, intermediate deck doors, and top deck
doors shall be closed and OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one or more ice condenser doors open or otherwise inoperable, POWER
OPERATION may continue for up to 14 days provided the ice bed temperature is
monitored at least once per 4 hours and the maximum ice bed temperature is
maintained less than or equal to 270F; otherwise, restore the doors to their
closed positions or OPERABLE status (as applicable) within 48 hours or be in
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.&.5.3.1 Inlet Doors - Ice condenser inlet doors shall be:

a. Continuously monitored and determined closed by the inlet door
position monitoring system, and*

b.. De nstra ed OPERABLE at least once per 3 months during the first
ar af r the ice bed is initially fully-loaded and at least once

per-&- nths thereafter by:

59
Verif ing that the torque required to initially open each door
is ss-than or equal to 675 inch pounds; .

2) Verifying that opening of e 00 is not impaired by ice,
frost or debris;

SoZ51
3) Testing a sample of at 1 t %1% Of te doors and verifying

that the torque required to pen e door is less than 195 inch-
pounds when the door is J40 ere open. This torque is defined
as the "door opening torqu 'is equal to the nominal door
torque plus a frictional torque component. The doors s ned
for determination of the "door opening torque" shall se see ed.
to ensure that all doors are tested at least once d ring few"
test intervals; -tw*bo

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 34633/4 6-30



CONTA INMENT SYSTEMS J RN ROv::'~ p
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Conti nued)

4) Testing a sample of at 1 ast £%PE of the doors and verifying
that the torque required skeep ch door from closing is
greater than 78 inch-pound whe the door is 40 degrees open.
This torque is defined as 'door closing torque" and is
equal to the nominal door torque minus a frictional torque
component. The doors selected for determination of the "door
closing torque" shall be se e ensure that all doors 'are
tested at least once duni f~ew te t intervals; and

5) Calculation of the fricti 1t to e of each door tested in
accordance with Specification . .5..b.3) and 4) above.
The calculated frictional torque shal'l be less than or equal
to 40 inch-pounds.

4.6.5.3.2 Intermediate Deck Doors -Each ice condenser intermediate deck door
shall be:

a. Verified closed and free of frost accumulation by a visual inspection
at least once per 7 days, and

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 3 months during the first
year after the ice bed is initially fully-loaded and at least once
per 18 months thereafter by visually verifying no structural deterior-
ation, by verifying free movement of the vent assemblies, and by
ascertaining free movement when lifted with the applicable force
shown below:

Door Lifting Force

1) 0-1, 0-5 < 37.4 lbs.

2) 0-2,.0-6 < 33.8 lbs.

3) 0-3., 0-7 < 31.8 lbs.,

4) 0-4, 0-8 < .31.0 lbs.

4.6.5.3.3 Top Deck Doors -Each ice condenser top deck door shall be

determined closed and OPERABLE at least once per 92 days by visually verifying:

a. That the doors are in place, and

b. That no condensation, frost, or ice has formed on the doors or
blankets which would restrict their lifting and opening if required.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 34633/4 6-31



314 7-28

Specification 4.7.10.3 requires the submittal of an annual report if removable
contamination from a sealed source or fission detector is greater than or equal
to .005 microcurie. This reporting requirement is contrary to NUREG-1024,
Section 3.10 which states,

"Some of the requirements in the Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) are for the purpose of collecting information and do not add
to operational safety. The Technical Specifications should not
contain such requirements."

The scope of this annual report is not specified which leads to the conclusion
that Specification 4.7.10.3 is included as a punitive requirement which is also
cited in NUREG-1024, Section 3.2 as an STS problem area,

"The ACTION Statements of some technical specifications seem to
be structured as a punitive measure against utilities that have
safety equipment out of service rather than as a function of the
significance of the equipment outage from the standpoint of risk
to the public."



PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQ UIREMENTS (Continued)

/PROOF &ME COPE Y 1
b. Stored sources not in use - Each sealed source and fission detectorshall be tested prior to use or transfer to another licensee unlesstested within the previous 6 months. Sealed sources and fissiondetectors transferred without a certificate indicating the last testdate shall be tested prior to being placed into use; and

C. Startup sources and fission detectors - Each sealed
and fission detector shall be tested within 31 days
subjected to core flux or installed in the core and
or maintenance to the source.

startup source
prior to being
following repair

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-28
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3/4 7-29-.-3/4 7-30, 3/4 7-31. and 3/4 7-32

Surveillance Requirement 4 .7.1ll..e.4 should be revised to specify a fire

suppression pump starting pressure of 105 psig.

Surveillance Requirements 4.7.11.1 and 4.7.11.2 should be revised as indicated.
The requirements to cycle valves every 12 months should be modified to require
testing of only those valves that are non7-self indicating. This proposed change
was discussed with NRC Staff representatives during a TVA/NRC Technical
Specification meeting of August 7-8, 1984 in which it was established that the
intent of the testing was to establish and/or verify valve position.



PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.11 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

FIRE SUPPRESSION.WATER SYSTEM

1PROOF & f-fUR -CO-PY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11.1 The Fire Suppression Water System shall be OPERABLE with:

a. At least two fire suppression pumps, each with a capacity of 1590 gpm
at 330 feet of head, with their discharge aligned to the fire
suppression header, and

b. An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the forebay and
transferring the water through distribution piping with OPERABLE
sectionalizing control or isolation valves to the yard hydrant curb
valves, the standpipe hose valves, and the first valve upstream of
the water flow device on each Spray System required to be OPERABLE
per Specifications 3.7.11.2 and 3.7.11.4.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With only one pump OPERABLE, restore at least two pumps to OPERABLE
status within 7 days or provide an alternate backup pump or supply.
The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

b. With the Fire Suppression Water System otherwise inoperable establish
a backup Fire Suppression Water System within 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.11.1 The Fire Suppression Water System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGE RED TEST BASIS by starting-each
pump and operating it for at least 15 minutes on recirculation flow,

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve,(manual, power-
operated, or automatic) in the .flow path is in its correct position,

C. At least once per

d. At least once per
flow path through

6 month sby perfor ce of asys em flush,
An- sei #sd1ccS,-,

12 months by cycli g each~testable valve in the
at least one compl~ee cyc e 9of full 5tra 11,i

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 34723/4 7-29



PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEI LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

PRO OF & RErV~E? PjopyI

e.- At least once'pe 18 months by performing a system functional t estwhich includes simulated automatic actuation of the system throughout
its operating sequence, and:

1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position,

2) Verifying that each lops at least 1590 gpm at a
system he 0 feet,

3) Cycling each*4vlalve in*4the flo patA that is not testable during
plant op *on through aat aast one complete cycle of full
travel, and

4) Verifying that each fire suppression pump st as designed
t 'o maintain the Fire Suppression Wat m pres re at the
pump discharge greater than or equ to 44& psig.

f. At least once per 3 years by performing flow test f the system inaccordance with Chapter 5, Section 11 of t e Fire Ptection Handbook,14th Edition, published by the National Fi ection Association.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-30
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SPRAY AND/OR SPRINKLER SYSTEMS PROOF & RcrVEVI CMpy
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11.2 The following Spray and/or Sprinkler Systems shall be OPERABLE:

a. Reactor building -RC pump area, Annulus;

b. Auxiliary building - Elev. 692, 713, 729, 737, 757, 772, 782,
ABGTS Filters, EGTS Filters, Purge Filters, 125 V Battery Rooms;

C. Control building - Elev. 692, Cable spreading room, MCR air filters
and Operator living area;

d. Diesel building -Corridor area;

e. Turbine build ing -Control building wall; and

f. ERCW pumping station (Intake).

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equi'pment pr otected by the Spray/Sprinkler System is
required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required Spray and/or Sprinkler Systems
inoperable, within 1. hour establish a continuous fire watch with
backup fire suppression equipment for those areas in which redundant
systems or components could be damaged; for other areas, establish an
hourly fire watch patrol.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.11.2 Each of the above requ-ired Spray and/or kl ystems s 11 be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying each 'valve (manual power-
operated, or automatic) in-,the flow path 4is 1 its correc ition,

b. At least once per 12 months by cycling each testable valve
(accessible during plant operations) in the flow path through at
least one complete cycle of full travel,

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 34733/4 7-31



PLANT SYSTEMS PRTOOF & REVIEW COIPY
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

C. At least once per 18 months:

1) By performing a system functional test which includes simulated
automatic actuation of the system, and:

a) Verifying that the automatic valves in the flow path
at eir corr t ositions on a single or cross
zo d test signal ass des ighn and

b) C ling each'-valvee inn the flo path that is not testable
during lant operationn ghh at least one complete cycle

2) By a visual inspection ofjt sp and sprinkler
headers to verify their ,tegrity, and

3) By a visual inspection of e ch4nozzlek*....P"~ ar to verify the
spray pattern is not obstru ted.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-32
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314 8-1.-3/4 8-2. 3/4 8-3. 3/4 8-4. 3/4 8-6. 3/4 8-7. 3/4 8-8. 3/4 8-9.
3/4 8-10. 3/ 8-11 and 3/4 8-12

Specifications 3.8.1.1 and 4.8.1.1.2 - For clarity revise where indicated to
designate the diesel generator(s) as set(s).

Specification 3.8.1.1 ACTION Statements a., b., and d. - Revise as indicated in
accordance with NRC Generic Letter 84-15.

Specification 3.8.1.1 ACTION Statement f. - Incorporate the proposed ACTION
Statement to defer diesel starting when one or more diesel s are inoperable
solely because the fuel levels are below minimum. Twenty-four hours has been
proposed to restore fuel levels before additional surveillance is required. TVA
believes this approach is consistent with the philosophy expressed in NRC
Generic Letter 84-15.

Specification 4.8.1.1.2 - Incorporate the proposed footnote in accordance with
NRC Generic Letter 84-15. This change limits the number of cold fast starts.

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.f.10 - This SR should be deleted since Watts
Bar does not have installed cross connection lines.

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1 -Replace with the diesel generator reliability
improvement program in accordance with NRC Generic Letter 84-15.

Surveillance Requirements 4.8.1.1.2.e and f - For bases see TVA submittal of
June 19, 1984.

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.d.11.c - Incorporate the emergency stop
feature.

Surveillance Requirements 4 .8.1.1.3.a.3 and 4.8.1.1.3.b -TVA has reviewed the
battery Surveillance Requirements associated with the diesel generator
batteries. The batteries consist of 57 cells. The minimum float is 2.2 volts
per cell or 125.4 volts across the bank. The float voltage range is 2.20 volts
to 2.25 volts. The minimum voltage is 1.75 volts per cell and the maximum
voltage is 2.39 volts per cell. These result in a minimum and maximum voltage
across the bank of 99.75 volts and 136.23 volts, respectively. The Final Safety
Analysis Report specifies requirements for the battery chargers. These must
meet or exceed the battery requirements specified in the Technical
Specifications.

Surveillance Requirements 4.8.2.1.a.2 and 4.8.2.1.b.- TVA has reviewed the
battery Surveillence Requirements associated with the diesel generator
batteries. The batteries consists of 60 cells. The critical voltage parameters
are the same as those listed for the diesel generator batteries. The float
voltage and overvoltage limits should be revised as indicated. TVA has reviewed
the battery charger capacity. The value specified in Surveillance Requirement4 .8.2.1.c.4 is consistent with the expected load on the charger during normal
operation.

Surveillance Requirement 4 .8.l.1.2.a.4.c - Delete the requirement to start the
diesel by a loss of offsite power signal coincident with a safety injection
signal. The actual logic circuit start circuit consists of three sets of
contacts wired in series. One set is the safety injection signal and two sets



are the loss of offiste power signal. Opening any one of the contacts will
result in a diesel start. The coincident test requires that at least two of the
contacts be opened at the same time. The test really is unnecessary and
repetitive. The wiring diagram for this position of the circuit is shown in
FSAR Figure 8.3-29. Relay K609 is the safety injection signal and relays,27D1AX
and 27D1AY are the loss of offsite power signal.



3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

JPROOF & REYIEW COPY

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission
network and the onsite Class 1E distribution ps'e ~sd

b. ur separate and independent diesel genera t ~each with:

zeparate engine-mounted fuel tanks 4a-'w6a minimum
volume 250 gallons of fuel in each tank,

.3Z5 A separate y fuel storage tank containing a minimum volume
of 62,000 gallo of fuel,

4. Z ~ separate fuel tra sfer pump, and

5 A Aseparate 125-volt C distribution panel, 125-volt D.C.
battery bank and asso 'ated charger.

APPLICAB .MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
ACTION:i)rodee dd, cqsv' ,ndv

a. With either an offsite c~ir r diesel genera sft~ao e 4Irequired A.C. electrical power sour inoperabl trate
the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performin
SpecificationA%4.8.l.l.la. amd 4.6.1.442a 4) within 1 hour and at
least once per1 rea er. tore at least two offsite
cir and Ffour diesel gellnera rfi OPRAL status within

hours or be in at least HOT TAND Y wit thie ne h urs and
C4,44in COLD SHUTDOWN within the fol wi 30 hours

5pec;'~~i~os [ e
.4 b. With one offsite circuit and one d esel ge t of ~ove

&V.. z4 required A.C. electrical power sou ce perabt e8Aonstrate
the OPERABILITY of the remaining AC sources by performin
Specificationg 4.8.1.1.1a. within 1 our and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter- e one of the
inoperable sourcetr PRALEt1tus within 12 hours or be in at
least NOBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

in the following 30 hours et~.. at least two offsite
CA1circuits and four diesel genera oor/to PRBEsatswti
5pE~4Ž~AC4 72 hours from the time of initia'\I s e.. in at least HOT STANDBY
4.9. Z.within the next 6 hours and in CO ±SHUTDOW rwithi n the following

30 hours. 
"14G') C. With one diesel geer ori OAei aiACTION a. or b.

above, verify that: 1-he ,'c.,relneotfs 0of

WATTS BAR ~- UNIT 13/ 8-3/4 8-1



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS IPRfU~riyt Ur
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

ACTION (Continued)

1. All required systems, subsystems, trains, components and
devices 'that depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel genera<r~~
as a source of emergency power are also OPERABLE, and

2. When in MODE 1., 2, or 3, the steam-driven auxiliary feedwater
pump is OPERABLE.

If these conditions are not satisfied 'hin a es
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hou ,and in COLD SHUTDOWN wit in the
following 30 hours. 9 e

d. With two of the above require off te A.C. ci cuits~inope le,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY fou diesel ge eratorf by erforming
Specification 4.8.1.12a.4) ithin hour-sand t leas ce per
8 hours thereafter, unless he diesel generator ar already
operating; re 'store at least e of the inoperable o fsite sources to
OPERABLE status within C24 hours or bin at 1 as T STANDBY within
the next 6 hours. With only one offsi ce restored, restore at
least two offsite circuits BLE s s within 72 hours from
time of initial loss or ein at least HOT S OBY withi treext
6 hours and in COLD SH DOWN within the followi ours.

e. With either Diesel Gen rator 1A-A~or 2A-A inoperable simultaneously
with 1B-B and/or 2B-B f the above required diesel generator7s~
inoperable, demonstrate ABILITY f two offsite A.C. circuits
by performing Specification 4.8. * thin 1 hour and at least
once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at east ene ef thez imprab;le
IA-A and 2A-A o - and 2B-'B to OPERAB E status within 2 hours or
be in at Ileas HOT ST Ywithin the ne
SHUTDOWN wi in the follo *ng 30 hours. Restore at least four -

diesel gen ator/j(.o OPERAB statuj *' 2 hours from time of
initial lo s or bf in least ANOBY within the nex
in COLD SH DOWN (ithin the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS S

4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class 1E Distribution System shall be:

a. Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying correct
breaker alignments, indicated power availability, and

b. Demonstrated OPE t once per 18 months during shutdown by
transferring (manu ny and-au omatically) power supply from the
normal circit t the alterna e circuit.

4.8.1.1.2 Each diesel g erator'shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. In accordance with he frequ cy specified in Table 4.8-1 on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS

1) Verifying the fuel level in the engine-mounted fuel tank,

WATTS BAR - UNIT 13/8- 3/4 8-2



Provosed Action Statement F

With one or more diesel generators inoperable solely because the fuel levels in
one or more tanks are below the minimum, restore the levels to above the minimum
within 24 hours; otherwise comply with ACTION Statements a, b, or e above as
applicable.



6si~/ be ef'4e~ l#ee4s e~t pe. ,~ ak.v 9, ze se s

2)/o~- Veriyin te fuel-, leve in th~e 7dayfe' trg ak

the 7-daycec fue stoag trp#l to. th engin e mutd ak

acee es t at de ste rpm in ss tha or equa to4,

SUVIsAC onizeEENT , loded o teeha

or Vequain toe 4400 kW ve ins thean or uequl stor60ge oands,a
op eratesn wthe aueloa greaterp r equal toasfr 440 kW foIrt
lhe -ast f0miutelsoae ande ontdtak

6) Verifyoingtediesel genrl isfrm igenedition poiesandb

powser toý the asocaed shuto boanfrds. nyshllb
b.~ 60 + At leas ocpe31 dsays and n aftereahortinf the dee

wherethe periodiof operain wsretrha or shle requa tor 1thour
tetby remoing acumlaed wather frlom the engiemonefetns

C.~~~~~~~~~ t4 Ate leas onc pec1dyb igfrand, remvn
accuimulated waer -fro-effu4el oilev storage tanks;E

c.~o Atua toaz 4400 kW- i2yn fess tha: freuall toi~ 60 setdf

-amte ti tn a ay steflage 4eAn 6Y ~ye crf-y4in that a Semple
&btainei in et.ree with ASP4-0270 1975 mets the foi1Thil

mininum uirememts 4m aeeerd~anz with the tests speeified i4m

1) A-water and sedimcnt ecntcnt of less then er equal to
9.05 Yelumei p~eret;-

2) A. k4ncmatjc vizcozity at 100C of groater than er equal to
1.9ietistakes. but less than ar equal te 4 3 esntste'-s-

WATTS BAR - UNIT 13/8-

3) A speeifiz gravity a: specificd by the manufaeturer at 63/16O0Fof greater than er equal te 0.83 but less then~ oj "~~ i.00
or an API grvivty of 69014 of greater- than op egua! to 27 degrees
but less thna qult 9 degrees
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS IPROOF & REVIEW COPY
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

1) An . imprty, !eye! of les than 2 mg. of imeltiles pe 1006 lil.
-When tact d in accordancc wIth AST-M-D2271-79, analysiz she!! be
eempleted within 7 days after obtaining the sample but may bz
performed after the additiem of me foei o, an~d

5) The ether piepertio: :peeifia in Table 1 of AGSRh-flg7-1977 an
Rcgulatery Guidz 1.137, Revisien 1, Oc-teber 1979,P3tr 2.e.,
when tested in aeeerdarnze w4i.. "~T-..I WP i77, analY9i3 sha+11
be complctcd withinf 14 days after obtainig the sample but ra
be pcrformed after th- aditio of new fuel eoi.

d. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by:

1) Subjecti~ng the diesel to an inspection in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations for this class of standby service;

2) Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of greate r
than or equal to 600 kW while maintaining voltage at
6900 ± 690 volts and frequency at 60 + 1.2 Hz;

3) Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of 440 '0 kW
without tripping. The generator voltage shall not exceed
7866 volts during and following the load rejection;

4) Simulating a loss-of-offsite power by itself, and:

a) Verifying deenergization of the- shutdown boards and load
shedding from the shutdown boards, and

b) Verifying the diesel starts or
energizes the shutdown boards
loads within 10 seconds, ener(

auto-start signal,
permanently connected
the auto-connected.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-4



Surveillance-Requirement 4.8.1.1.2

e. At least once every 31 days by obtaining a sample of fuel oil in accordance
with ASTh D2276-78, and verifying that particulate contamination is less
than 10 mg/liter when checked in accordance with ASTI D2276-78.

f. By sampling new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM D4057 prior to addition to
storage tanks and:

(1) By verifying in accordance with the tests specified in ASTI D975-81
prior to addition to the 7 day storage tanks that the sample has:

(a) An API Gravity of within 0.3 degress at 60 0 F or a specific
gravity of within 0.0016 at 60/60 0 F, when compared to the
supplier's certiciate or an absolute specific gravity of 60/60. F
of greater than or equal to 0.83 but less than or equal to 0.89 or
an API gravity of greater than or equal to 27 degrees but less
than or equal to 39 degrees.

(b) A kinematic viscosity at 40 0 C of greater than or equal to 1.9
centistokes, but less than or equal to 4.1 centistokes, if gravtiy
was not determined by comparison with the supplier's
certification.

(c) A flash point equla to or greater than 125(o)F, and

(d) A clear and bright appearance with proper color when tested in
accordance with ASTM D4176-82.

(2) By verifying within 30 days of obtaining the sample that the other
properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM D975-81 are met when tested in
accordance with ASTM D975-81 except that the analysis for sulfur may be
performed in accordance with ASTM D1552-79 or ASTM D2622-82.



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 1 PROOF & REVIDE COPY J
SURVEILLANCE RE0UIREMENT~ (~,n1~inginfl

a) Engine ove spe d

) 86 GA lockout re
) En"Cr5'enc'y SAOc

At st Wrc~p 10 ar
affect diee eT 

in
generators si ltaneousl,
diesel ge ner tork,)accel ~ra
equal to 1 secopds: a dr

-o4r..after any modifications which could
ete* endence b tarti ng all diesel
dunin own, an verifying that all

te to at leas t 9OO pm * n less than or

Fs not satisfactorily completed, it is
ling 24-hour test. Instead, the diesel
kW for 1 hour or until operating tempera-

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-6

these limits during this test. Within 5 minutes after completing
this 24-hour test, perform Specification 41.8.1.1.2d.6)b);*

8) Verifying that the auto-onne Iads to each diesel gener tor .

do not exceed the 2000hu fating f 4840 kW; o
9) Verifying the diesel generraa K6capa ility to:

a) Synchronize with the offs ~te wer source while the
generator is loaded with its emergency loads upon a
simulated restoration of offsite power,

b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and

c) Be restored to its standby status.

10) Vceifying that the fuel trar.3fer pump trensfars fuel frem cach
7d"- fuiel 3tr ' ank to th~ ~ie ited tak a# eaeh-

-diesel Yia the-installed cpsro~-connccptionani

/0 _1;04 Verifying that the automatic load sequence timers are OPERABLE
and their setpoints are within the specified bands;

~,) Ve ify ng hat the f o ) diesel generator lockout featuresprevent diesel gene ra erS alt ing only when required:



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMSPRO & VEW C Y

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

At least once per 10 years by:

1) Draining each 7-day fuel storage tank, removing the accumulated
sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite
solution, and

2) Performing a pressure test of those portions of the diesel fuel

oil system designed to Section III, subsection ND of the ASME
Code at a test pressure equal to 110% of the system design
pressure.

4.8.1.1.3 The 125-volt D.C. distribution panel, 125-volt D.C. battery bank

and associated charger for each diesel generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying:

1) Correct breaker alignment, indicated power availability and

voltage on the distribution panels greater than or equal to
118 volts,

2) That each battery bank and charger meet the Category A limits
in Table 4.8-2 of Specification 4.8.2.1, and

3) That t o a b ttery terminal voltage is greater than or
equal Volt on float charge.

b. At least oncenaays and within 7 days ter bte
discharge with a battery terminal voltage be ow volts or

battery overcharge with a battery terminal v tag abv % vots-

by:L

1) Verifying that the parameters in Table 4.8-2 of
Specification 4.8.2.1 meet the Category B limits,

2) Verifying there is no visible corrosion at either terminals or
connectors, or the cell to terminal connection resistance of
these items is less than 150 x 10-1 ohms, and

3) Verifying that the average electrolyte temperature of six
connected cells is above 60*F.

C. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1) The cells, cell plates and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration,

2) The battery to battery and terminal connections are clean, tight

and coated with anti-corrosion material, and

WATTS BAR - UNIT 13/87 3/4 8-7



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS J PROOF & REVIE COPY
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

3) The resistance of each cell to terminal connection is less than
or equal-to 150 x 10-6 ohms.

4.8. 1. 1. 4E2r -!t3 All diesel genevrator fail-urcs, Yalid or* nan-valid, cihall
be Paarted to the-Cemmissiem purswamt tWZeaitiem 6.9.1. Repoit of
diiesel generzlter failurzz shall icuztcifrainrcmoddi

if the numbep ef failures im the lest He0 valid tests (o a pe aia umit
basis) 4: greater them er equal te 7, the repzrt she!!l be supplernsmted to
4include the additional informnatien reeommcnded in Regulatery Pasiti&M C.3.b- *t
Regulatory Guide 1.108, tReYisien 1., August 197:7.-

Se

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1348-
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4.8.1.1.4 Diesel Generator Reliability Improvement Proaram

As a minimum the Reliability Improvement Program report for NRC audit shall
include:

(a) a summary of all tests (valid and invalid) that occurred within the time
period over which the last 20/100 valid tests were performed

Wb analysis of failures and determination of root causes of failures

(c) evaluation of each of the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, Enhancement of
Onsite Emergency Diesel Generator Reliability in Operating Reactors, with
respect to their application to the Plant

(d Identification of all actions taken or to be taken to (1) correct the root
causes of failures defined in Wb above and (2) achieve a general
improvement of diesel generator reliability

(e) the schedule for implementation of each action from (d above

Mf an assessment of the existing reliability of electric power to engineered-
safety-feature equipment

Once a licensee has prepared and maintained an initial report detailing the
diesel generator reliability improvement program at his site, as defined above,
the licensee need prepare only a supplemental report within 30 days after each
failure during a valid demand for so long as the affected diesel generator unit
contiues to violate the criteria (3/20 or 6/100) for the reliability improvement
program remedial action. The supplemental report need only update the
failure/demand history for the affected diesel generator unit since the last
report for that diesel generator. The supplemental report shall also present an
analysis of the failure(s) with a root cause determination, if possible, and.
shall delineate any further procedural, hardware or operational changes to be
incorporated into the site diesel generator improvement program and the schedule
for implementation of those changes.

In addition to the above, submit a yearly data report on the diesel generator
reliability.



TABL 4.8 1 j PROOF & RE.VEW COPY
DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDUL E

L L T V Il I TETS*TEST FREQUENCY

Ž27

At least once per-1 3 days

AtIatee e- a-

*Criter~ia fo determining numb 1f failures an of valid

tests be in accordance with ulatory Position C. .eof,_--Regul-atory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, t17, where the
!Go tests .e-, determined on a per 4"eP basis. For-thepurposes of this test schedule, only valid tests conducted afterlO~-t t~QL~issuance date shall be included in the computation of the"ast + valid tests." Entry into this test schedule shall bemade at the 31-day test frequency.

eo,,sxec db'vve ?4 i/vrt' & e de,.,edg Ace p 4t ~
Iql-1tgw 11' ,~/1-ie'x /;I 4 A ve ! c
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TABLE 4.8-2

ADDITIONAL RELIABILITY ACTIONS

No. of failures
in last 20
valid test

No of failures
in last 100
valid tests Action

30
Within d~ays prepare and
maintain a report for NRC audits'describing the diesel generatorj
reliability i program
implemented at the site, , i ctc, ec 4  e
mi-im.um roguiroment: fop 444- wjt
rzport ape Sniet~ in;
\Attaehment 1to thi: table. £p,'"

Declare the iesel generator
inoperable lui-go a requali-
.fication test program for the
affected diesel generator /~~~Ci1

'~' -4 e *generator ,' ejvr

0

.2,.'~



ATTACHMENT TO TABLE 4.8-2
DIESEL GEEAO P1EOUALIFICATI7TPOGRAM

(1) Perform seven consecutive successful demands without a failure
within 30 days of diesel generator being restored to operable
status and fourteen consecutive successful demands without a
failure within 75 days of diesel generator of being restored to -
operable status.

(2) If a failure occurs during the first seven tests in the
requalification test program, perform seven successful demands
without an additional failure within 30 day's of diesel generator
of being restored to operable status- and fourteen consecutive
successful demands without a failure within 75 days of being
restored to operable status.

(3) If a failure occurs during the second seven tests (tests 8 through
14) of (1) above, perform fourteen consecutive successful demands
without an additional failure within 75 days of the failure which
occurred during the requalification testing.

(4) Following the second failure during the requalification test
program, be in-at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and COLD SHUTDOWN within the fol',Iowing 30 hours.

(5) During requalification testing ttie diesel generator should not
be tested more frequently,,than at 24-hour intervals.

After a diesel generator has been successfully requalified, subsequent
repeated requalification tests will not be required for that diesel
generator under the following conditions:

(a) The number of failures in the last 20 valid demands is less than
5.

(b) The number of failures in the last 100 valid demands is less than
11.

(c) In the event that following successful requalification of a diesel
generator, the number of failures is still in excess of the
remedial action criteria (a and/or b above) the following exceptior
will be allowed until the diesel generator is no longer in
violation of the remedial action criteria (a and/or b'above).

Requalification testing will not be required provided that after each
valid demand the number of failures in the last 20 and/or 100 valid
demands has not increased. Once the diesel generator i~s no longer
in violation of the r-e-medial action criteria above the provisions of
those criteria alone will prevail.



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMSPRO &REIW C Y
A.C. SOURCES 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. One circuit between the offsite transmission network and the onsite
Class 1E distribution system, and

b. enerator Sets - r -B and 2B-B ach with:

z ,)/WOEngine..mounted fuel tanks containioa minimu olume of

3 , A day fuel storage tank containing a minimum volume of
62 000 gallons of fuel,

4 A) A uel transfer pump, and

4 ) A separate 125-volt DC distribution panel, 125-volt DC battery
ank, and associated charger.

APPLICA Y: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With less than the above minimum required A.C. electrical power sources
OPERABLE, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,
positive reactivity changes, movement of irradiated fuel, or crane operation
with loads over the fuel storage pool, and within 8 hours, depressurize and
vent the Reactor Coolant System through at least a 3 square inch vent. In
addition, when in MODE 5 with the Reactor coolant loops not filled, or in
MODE 6 with the water level less than 23 feet above the reactor vessel flange,
immediately initiate corrective action to restore the required sources to
OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1.2 The above required A.C. electrical power sourcnesh..Zall be demonstrate Id
OPERABLE by the performance of each of the requirements f" 'Secifications
4.8.1.1.1, 4.8.1.1.2 (except for Specification 4.8.1.1. a.'V), 4.8.1.1.3, and
4. 8.1. 1.4. 

5
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.2 D.C. SOURCES =ROF & 2 ETT VtE Py 11nji
OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3-.8.2.1 As a minimum the following D.C. electrical sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. 125-Volt Battery Bank No.
charger,

b. 125-Volt Battery Bank No.
charger,

C. 125-Volt Battery Bank No.
charger, and

d. 125-Volt Battery Bank No.
charger.

APPLICABILITY:

I, and its associated full capacity

II, and its associated full capacity

III, and its associated full capacity

IV, and its associated full capacity

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. ,With one of the required battery banks inoperable, restore the
inoperable battery bank to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

b. With one of the required full capacity chargers inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of its associated battery bank by
performing Specification 4.8.2.1a.1) within 1 hour, and at least
once per 8 hours thereafter. If any Category A limit in Table 4.8-2
is not met, declare the battery inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.2.1 Each 125-volt'battery bank and charger shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that:

1) The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category A limits, and

2) /T,-7)~total battery terminal voltage is greater than or equal to
(iis e4ýs on float charge.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-11



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS IPROOF &- ~IRTVI COPY I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Conti nued)

b. At least once per 92 days and within 7 days after a battery
discharge with battery terminal voltage be'low l987~volts, or battery
overcharge with battery terminal valtage abovv(Zi ;ýIss, by
verifying that: ~, 3

1) The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Ca,,7B l imits,

2) There is no visible corrosion at either terminals or connectors,
or the connection resistance of these items is less than
150 x 10-6 ohms, and

3) The average electrolyte temperature of 12 connected cells is
above 600F.

C. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1) The cells, cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration,

2) The cell-to-cell and terminal connections are clean, tight, and

coated with anti-corrosion material,

.3) The resistance of each cell-to-cell and terminal connection is
less than or equal to 150 x 10-6 ohms, and

4) The battery charger will supply at least 150 amperes at

125 volts for at least 4 hours.

d. At least once per 18 months by verifying that the battery capacity
is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE status all of the
actual or simulated emergency loads for the design duty cycle when
the battery is subjected to a battery service test;

e. At least once per 60 months, during shutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. This performance
discharge test may be performed in lieu of the battery service test
required by Specification 4.8.2.1d.; and

f. At least once per 18 months during shutdown, by giving performance
discharge tests of battery capacity to any battery that shows signs
of degradation or has reached 85% of the service life expected for
the application. Degradation is indicated when the battery capacity
drops more than 10% of rated capacity from its average on previous
performance tests, or is below 90% of the manufacturer's rating.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 34813/4 8-12



Specification 3.9.2 should be revised as indicated to require that the source

range monitors be operating in mode 6.



REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4. 9.2 INSTRUMENTATION I PD~F& REVEW copy
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.2 As a minimum, two Soruce Range Neutron Flux Monitors shall be Eeach with Continuous visual indication in the control room and one th au *eindication in the containment and control room.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6. 0"9Opelz
ACTION: 

__

a. With one of the above required monitors inoperable or not operating,
immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes.

b. With both of the above required monitors inoperable or not operating,determine the boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System at
least once per 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.2 Each Source Range Neutron Flux Monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
by performance of:

a. A CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours,

b. An ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST within 8 hours prior to the initial
start of CORE ALTERATIONS, and

C. An ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST at least once per 7 days.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 9-3



314 9-6

Specifications 3.9.5 and 4.9.5 should be revised as recommended by NRC OIE for
clarification of communication requirements.



REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.5 COMMUNICATIONS PR9JF & REVEW COPY
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

opel)
3.9.5 Di ect,4commu ns shall be maintai d~betw en the control room and
personnel the r fueling station.

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS.

ACTION:

When direct communications between the control room and personnel at the
refueling station cannot be maintained, suspend all CORE ALTERATIONS.

4.9.5 Dii
refueling
and at I ei once per 12 hours

Sontrol room and personnel at theFthin 1 hour prior to the start of

WATTS BAR - UNIT 13/9- 3/4 9-6



3/4 -9-7

Specification 4.9.6.1 should be revised as indicated for clarification of the
refueling machine teting requirements. The mechanical load cutoff valve is not
repeatable. The proposed wording will Allow TVA to set the interlock for
repeatability.



REFUELING OPERATIONS1PRO &REIWC Y I
3/4.9.6 REFUEL .ING MACHINEPRO & M W C Y

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.6 The refueling machine and auxiliary hoist shall be used for movement of
drive rods or fuel assemblies and shall be OPERABLE with:

a. The refueling machine used for movement of fuel assemblies having:

1) A minimum capacity of 3150 pounds,

2) An electrical overload cutoff limit less than o r equal to
2850 pounds, and

3) A mechanical overload cutoff limit less than or equal to
3400 pounds.

b. The auxiliary hoist used for latching and unlatching drive rods
having:

1) A minimum capacity of 700 pounds, and

2) A load indicator which shall be used to prevent lifting loads
in excess of 690 pounds.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of drive rods or fuel assemblies within
the reactor vessel.

ACTION:

With the requirements for refueling machine and/or hoist OPERABILITY notsatisfied, suspend use of any inoperable refueling machine and/or auxiliaryhoist from operations involving the movement of drive rods and fuel assemblieswithin the reactor vessel.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.6.1 Each refueling machine used for movement of fuel assemblies withinthe reactor vessel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE within 100 hours prior tothe start of such operations by performing a load test of at least 3150 poundsand demonstrating an automatic electrical load cuto ff when Ate` rane loadexceeds 2850 pounds and an automatic mechanical load cut -" the craneload exceeds 3400 pounds. b "C. re
4.9.6.2 Each auxiliary hoist and associated load indicator ed r movementof drive rods within the reactor vessel shall be demonstrated ERABLE within.100 hours prior to the start of such operations by performing a load test ofat least 700 pounds.
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3/4 -9-9

Specification 3.9.8.1 should be revised as indicated. During RHR systemoperation, the RHR pumps take suction from loop 4 hot leg. Discharge back tothe vessel is through the cold legs on loops 1 and 4,. The safety injection pumpcold leg discharge lines tie into the RHR cold leg lines in between two checkvalves. With RHR running in normal mode the pressure at the point of safetyinjection tie in will be higher in loops 1 and 4 than in loops 2 and 3. It isnot possible to balance the Safety Injection System in this condition. The testtakes approximately one half hour to perform. Both loops of RHR would be shutdown for this period of time.



PIROilF &I ITEV~ COPY
REF UELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.8 RESID UAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

HIGH WATER LEVEL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.8.1 At least one residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and
in operation.*

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6, when the water level above the top of the reactor
vessel flange is greater than or equal to 23 feet.

ACTION:

With no RHR loop OPERABLE and in operation, suspend all operations involving
an increase in the reactor decay heat load or a reduction in boron concentra-
tion g~Reactor Coolant System and immediately initiate corrective action
to rturn ot Crequired RHR loop to OPERABLE and operating status as soon as
po (siblet*Clo e all containment penetrations providing direct access from the
co r4aJ3 9nt9'mosphere to the outside atmosphere within 4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.8.1 At least one RHR loop shall be verified in operation and circulating
reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or equal to 2800 gpm at least
once per 12 hours.

*The RHR -loop may be removed from 6&peration for up to 1 hour per 8-hour period

WATT BARS -,1t UNIT;. 11 1/449-



3/4 9-11

Please refer to TVA's submittal of June 19, 1984 which included a request to
delete the reference to manual initiation of containment vent isolation from SR
4.19.9. It was inadvertently stated that Watts Bar did not have manual
initiation of containment vent isolation. The correct basis for the requested
deletion is that the manual initiation of the Containment Ventilation Isolation
System is accomplished by means of the manual phase A isolation switch In the
Control Room. The initiation of a phase A isolation every 7 days during
refueling is not practical. Phase A isolates most of the process lines entering
containment. Isolation of these lines would be disruptive to the ongoing work.



REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.9 CONTAINMENT VENTILATION ISOLATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITIOnN FOP nOPOAT~n

jPROOF & REVEW COPYJ

3.9.9 The Containment Ventilation Isolation System shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel withinthe con~tainment.

ACTION:

With the Containment Ventilation Isolation System inoperable, close each ofthe ventilation penetrations providing direct access from the containmentatmosphere to the outside atmosphere. The provisions,-of Specifications 3.0.3and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.9 The Containment Ventilation Isolation System shall be demonstratedOPERABL I ato the start of and at least once per 7 daysduri CORE ALTERATIONS by verif ing that containment ventilation isolationoccu S-.on mFna2l .n~ - anO on a High Radiation test signal from each ofthe c tainment radiation monit Ig instrumentation channels.
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3/4 11-1.3

TVA's submittal of June 19, 1984 included a request to revise table notation 3
of Table 4.11-2 to require sampling based on noble gas monitor readings should
activity increase by a factor of 3.

Several conference calls have recently been held between IVA and NRC
representatives to discuss this proposal. As a result of these discussions, TVA
now proposes that this requirement be more clearly defined as indicated.



TABLE 4.11-2 (Continued) I =PROOF & REVIEW COPY
TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)

the Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report pursuant to Specifica-
tion 6.9.1.7, in the format outlined in Regulatory Guide 1.21, Appendix B,
Revision 1, June 1974.

S(3) Sampling and analysis shall also be performed following shutdown, startup,
~ ". ,sor a THERMAL POWER change exceeding 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER within a
~ 1? 1-hour period,.

4

14 (4) Tritium grab samples hall be taken at least once per 24 hours when the
refueling canal is flo ded.

()Tritium grab samples sha 1 be taken at least once per 7 days from the
-~ ventilation exhaust from he spent fuel pool area, whenever spent fuel

is in the spent fuel pool.

Zý kq (6) The ratio of the sample fl rate to the sampled stream flow rate shall
41-0 be known for the ti'me perio covered by each dose or dose rate calcula-

tion made in accordance wit Specifications 3.11.2.1, 3.11.2.2 and
3.11.2.3.

4 (7) Samples shall be changed at least once per 7 days and analyses shall be
completed within 48 hours ter changing, or after removal from sampler.
Sampling shall also be per armed at least once per 24 hours for at least
7 days following each shut own, startup, or THERMAL POWER change exceeding

XT 15% of RATED THERMAL POWE within a 1-hour period and analyses shall be
completed within 48 hours of changing. When samples collected for 24 hours
are analyzed, the corres onding LLDs may be increased by a factor of 10.
This requirement does n apply if: (1) analysis shows that the DOSE.
EQUIVALENT 1-131 conce ration in the reactor coolant has not increased
more than a factor of ;and (2) the noble gas monitor shows that effluent
activity has not inc ased more than a factor of 3.

e'?(8) During releases vi this Exhaust System.

~1~~'-(9) In MODES 1, 2, , and 4, the upper and lower compartments of the contain-
~ ment shall b sampled prior to PURGING. Prior to breaking CONTAINMENT

INTEGRITY *MODES 5 and 6, the upper and lower compartments of the
contain t shall be sampled. The incore instrument room purge sample

e obtained at the shield building exhaust between 5 and 10 minutes
following initiation of the incore instrument room purge.

(10) Prior to VENTING in MODES 1, 2, 3,9 and 4, the upper and lower compartments
of the containment shall be sampled daily when VENTING is to occur on that
day.

(11) Not applicable to the Shield Building Exhaust.

(12) Not applicable when the most recent Secondary Coolant System specific activ-

ity sample and analysis program gross radioactivity determination is less
I. than 1 x 10-6 pCi/gm provided the discharge Radiation Monitor Setpoint isless than or equal to 1 x 10-6 pCi/ml above background.
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B 3/4 1-3

Bases 3/4.1.3 should be revised as indicated to clarify the fully withdrawn
position for the shutdown banks. Fully withdrawn is defined as 225 steps rather

than the 228 steps that are used for the control banks. This position will
minimize the potential for vibratory interactions between the rodlets and
control rod guide tubes. The shutdown banks worths will be unaffected because
the differential rod worths are very low in this region.



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES

BORATION SYSTEMS (Continued)

The boron capability required below 200*F is sufficient to provide aSHUTDOWN MARGIN of 1% Ak/k after xenon decay and cooldown from 200*F to 140*F.This condition requires either 835 gallons of 20,000 ppm borated water fromthe boric acid storage tanks or 9690 gallons of 2000 ppm borated water. fromthe refueling water storage tank (RWST).

The contained water volume limits include allowance for water not availablebecause of discharge line location and other physical characteri stics.
The limits on contained water volume' and boron concentration of the RWSTalso ensure a pH value of between 8.5 and 11.0 for the solution recirculatedwithin containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution ofiodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic s' corrosion onmechanical systems and components.

The OPERABILITY of one Bor Injection System during REFUELING ensuresthat this system is available for reactivity control while in MODE 6.

3/4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL SEMBLIES A Ale~, 9-c / .S,'eeS. 7Z.Zs
The ecifications of this se ion ensure that: (1) acceptable powerdistri tion limits are mainta' d (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is main-tai dand (3) the pot effects of rod misalignment on associateda ident analv re limited. OPERABILITY of the control rod positionndicat is required in MODES 1 and-2 to determine control rod . ns andther y ensure compliance with the control rod alignment insertion limits. 

-

The ACTION statements which permit limited vani ions from the basicrequirements are accompanied by additional restrict'ons which ensure that theoriginal design criteria are met. Misalignment of a rod in MODES 1 and 2requires measurement of peaking factors and a res riction in THERMAL POWER.These restrictions provide assurance of fuel integrity during continuedoperation. In addition, those safety an ses affected by a misaligned rodare reevaluated to confirm that the sults remain valid during future

Themaimu rd drop time r riction is consistent with the assumed rodanalyses. Measurement with T av retethnoequal to 551OF and with all reactor coolant pumps operating ensures that themeasured drop times will be representative of insertion times experiencedduring a Reactor trip at operating conditions.

Control rod positions and OPERABILITY of the rod position indicators arerequired to be verified on a nominal basis of once per 12 hours with more -frequent verifications required if an automatic monitoring channel is inoperable.These verification fr *equencies are adequate for assuring that the applicableLCOs are satisfied.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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B 3/4 4-1

TVA's sui~mittal of June 19, 1984 included a request to modify Specification
3.4.1.2 based upon the Westinghouse notification of an inconsistency in the
Technical Specifications and the mode 3 safety analyses for steamline break,
control rod ej ection, and bank withdrawal from a subcritical condition.

Bases 3/4.4.1 should also be revised accordingly.



jPROOF & REVEW COPY
3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4.4.1 REACTOR COOLANT-LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

The plant is designed to operate with all reactor coolant loops in
operation and maintain DNBR above 1.30 during all normal operations and
anticipated transients. In MODES 1 and 2 with one reactor coolant loop not in
operation this specification requires that the plant be in at least HOT STANDBY
within 1 hour.

In MODE 3, a single reactor coolant loop provides sufficient heat removal
capabi-lity for removing decay heat; however, single failure considerations
require that two loops be OPERABLE.

In MODE 4, and in MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops filled, a single
reactor coolant loop or RHR loop provides sufficient heat removal capability
for removing decay heat; but single failure considerations require that at
least two loops (either RHR or RCS) be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops not filled, a single RHR loop provides
sufficient heat removal capability for removing decay heat; but single failure
considerations, and the unavailability of the steam generators as a heat
removing component, require that at least two RHR loops be OPERABLE.

The operation of one reactor coolant pump (RCP) or one RHR pump provides
adequate flow to ensure mixing, prevent stratification and produce gradual
reactivity changes during boron concentration reductions in the Reactor Coolant
System. The reactivity change rate associated with boron reduction will, there-
fore, be within the capability of operator recognition and control.

The restrictions on starting a reactor coolant pump with one or more RCS
cold legs less than or equal to 310OF are provided to prevent RCS pressure
transients, caused by energy additions from the Secondary Coolant System, which
could exceed the limits of Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50. The RCS will be
protected against overpressure transients and will not exceed the limits of
Appendix G by restricting starting of the RCPs to when the secondary water
temperature of each steam generator is less than 50'F above each of the RCS
cold leg temperatures.

Th e, b.ai A ~ vs./ ,0 4cov"hO
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B 3/4 6-3

Bases 3/4.6.1.9 should be revised as indicated for the purpose of clarification.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS PROOF & REVEW COPY
S BASES

SHIELD BUILDING STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY (Continued)
for the life of the facility. Structural integrity is r equired to provide:(1) protection for the steel vessel from external missiles, (2) radiationshielding in the event of a LOCA, and (3) an annulus surrounding the steelvessel that can be maintained at a negative pressure during accidentconditions. -A visual inspection is sufficient to demonstrate this capability.

314.6.1.8 EMERGENCY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM
The OPERABILITY of the EGTS ensures that during LOCA conditions , contain-ment vessel leakage into the annulus will be filtered through the HEPA filtersand charcoal adsorber trains prior to discharge to the atmosphere. Operationof the system with the heaters operating to maintain low humidity for atoleast10 continuous hours in a 31-day period is sufficient to reduce the buildup ofmoisture on the adsorbers and HEPA filters. This requirement is necessary tomeet the assumptions used in the accident analyses and limit the SITE BOUNDARYradiation doses to within the dose guideline values of 10 CFR.Part 100 duringLOCA conditions. ANSI N510-1975 will be used as a procedural guide for

,"veillance testing.

3/4.6.1.9 cO-NTiNEN- ATI-tm SYSTi-- fy --
The use of the contaiinnt p wrgc 1incz 49 restrieted 4-A the -2-4 4meht at O~ opon ;d the 12-inch purge supply and exhaust isolation valves cinco the 21-inchwaive at 40% apzr the 12 4meh vlez are capable of closing during a LOCAsteam line break accident.' Therefore, the SITE BOUNDARY dose guideline valu of10 CFR Part 100 would not e exceeded in the event of an accident during tamn-ment pur erton. peration with -one line open will be limit 500 hoursacalend year. The total time the containment t) system isola-tion valves may -ing I a in a calendar year is a func-tion of anticipated ne d and operating experience. Only safety related reasons;e.g., containment pre sure control or the reduction of airborne radioactivity tofacilitate personnel access for surveillance and maintenance activi-ies, may beused to support the additional time requests.
Leakage inte ity tests with a maximum allowable leakage rate forcontainment purg supply and exhaust supply valves will provide early indica-tion of resilie material seal degradation and will allow opportunity forrepair before osleakage failures could develop. The 0.60 L leakage limitof- -Specificati n s3s6.1.2b. shall not be exceeded when the lea age rates deter-mined by the eakage integrity tests of the valves are added to the previouslydetermined t tal for all valves and penetrations subject to Type 8 and C tests.

we e etj-y C4A 0I _

I/ ,0V0,"t _0
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B 3/4 6-5

Bases 3/4.6.5.3 should be revised as indicated to provide clarification on the
number of ice condenser doors that can be blocked for maintenance.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Pit2oF & IW'~Ew COPY

3/4.6.5 ICE CONDENSER

The requirements associated with each of the components of the ice condenser
ensure that the overall system will be available to provide sufficient pressure
suppression capability to limit the containment peak pressure transient to
less than 15 psig during LOCA conditions.

3/4.6.5.1 ICE BED

'The OPERABILITY of the ice bed ensures that the required ice inventory
will: (1) be distributed evenly through the containment bays, (2) contain
sufficient bor~on to preclude dilution of the containment sump following the
.LOCA, and (3) contain sufficient heat removal capability to condense the
Reactor Coolant System volume released during a LOCA. These conditions are
consistent with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

The minimum weight figure of- ±399 pounds of ice per basket contains a 10%
conservative allowance for ice loss through sublimation which is a factor of
10 higher than assumed for the ice condenser design and 1% for weighing
accuracies. In the event that observed sublimation rates are equal to or lower. than design predictions after three years of operation, the minimum ice baskets
weight may be adjusted downward. In addition, the number of ice baskets
required to be weighted each 9 months may be reduced after 3 years of operation
if such a reduction is supported by observed sublimation data.

3/4.6.5.2 ICE BED TEMPERATURE MONITORING SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System ensures that
the capability is available for monitoring the ice bed temperature. The ice
bed temperature may be determined at the local ice condenser temperature
monitoring panel as well as in the main Control Room and the Monitoring System
would still be considered OPERABLE. In the event the Monitoring System is
inoperable, the ACTION requirements provide assurance that the ice bed heat
removal capacity will be retained within the specified time limits.

3/4.6.5.3 ICE CONDENSER DOORS

The OPERABILITY of the ice condenser doors and the requirerfient that they
be maintained ;losed ensures that the Reactor Coolant System fluid released

ev'alvatec 6ý P'140f p~e$vsooeI1(d et a d CE,14,-tih &ied aee#ck, 4
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5-2 and 5-3

Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-2 have been revised to improve clarity.
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6-8 and 6-9

TVA's submittal of June 19, 1984 included proposed modifications to Section 6
lTAdministrative Controlsir to reflect the recent TVA reorganization. As part of
the Section 6 proposal, TVA requested that the PORC composition and quorum be
revised.

Please note that the attached marked-up pages are from a post proof and review
version of the Technical Specifications.

TVA now proposes that a variable membership for the PORC be adopted. The PORC
will be composed of a minimum of five members but in no case more than ten. The
quorum requirements require revising to address the variable membership and
clarify the fact that the quorum can be composed from the total membership and
not just the minimum membership.



ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

6.4 TRAINING

6.4.1 A retraining and replacement training program for t .he unit staff shallbe maintained under the direction of the Operations and Engineering Super-intendent and shall meet or exceed the requirements and recommendations ofSection 5.5 of ANSI N18.1-1971 and Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 55 and thesupplemental requirements specified in Sections A and C of Enclosure 1 of theMarch 28, 1980 NRC letter to all licensees, and shall include familiarizationwith relevant industry operational experience identified by the ISEG.

6.5 REVIEW AND AUDIT

6.5.0 The Manager, Office of Nuclear Power, is responsible for the safe operationof all TVA nuclear power plants. The functional organization for review and
cognizance of audits is shown on Figure 6.2-1.
6.5.1 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE (PORC)

FUNCTION

6.5.1.1 The PORC shall function to advise the Plant SS irintendent on all
matters related to nuclear safety.

COMPOSITIONe4V" 
4e

6.5.1.2 The PORC shall be co osed of at least thFfloo:ngm mbeia, not t2

Chairman: Plant Manager r his AlernateMember: Operations Superv rMember: Engineerin g Su rvisorMember: Mitnne prioMember: Hat h sSprio
ALTERNATES

6.5.1.3 All alternate members shall be appointed in writing by the PORCChairman to serve on a temporary basis; however, no more than two alternatesshall participate as voting members in P.ORC activities at any one time.

6.5.1.4 The PORC shall meet at least once per calendar month and as convenedby the PORC Chairman or his designated alternate.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

QUORUM

6.5-1.5 The quorum of the PORC nece or rformance of the PORC

6.5.1.6 he PORC shall be responsible for:
a. Review of: (1) all procedures required by Specification 6.8.1 andchanges thereto, (2) all programs required by Specification 6.8.5,and changes thereto, and (3) any other proposed procedures orchanges thereto as determined by the Plant Manager to affectnuclear safety;

b. Review of allI proposed tests and experiments that affect nuclearsafety;

C. Review of all proposed changes to Appendix "A" TechnicalSpecifications;

d. Review of all proposed changes or modifications to unit systems orequipment that affect nuclear safety;
e. Investigation of all violations of the Technical Specificationsincluding the preparation and forwarding of reports covering evalua-tion and recommendations to prevent recurrence to the.Site Director,and to the Chief, Nuclear Safety Staff.;
f. Review of all REPORTABLE EVENTS;
g. Review of unit operations to detect potential hazards to nuclearsafety;

h. Performance of special -reviews, investigations or analyses andreports thereon as requested by the Plant Manager or the Chief,Nuclear Safety Staff;
i. Review of the Plant Physical Security Plan and implementing proceduresand shall submit recommended changes to the Chief, Nuclear Safety Staff;*j. Review of the Site Radiological Emergency Plan and implementingprocedures and shall submit.recommended changes to the Chief, NuclearSafety Staff;
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